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Executive Summary

The delivery of recreation and culture services helps the City
achieve many of its overarching strategic goals as outlined in
its ISCP/MDP. This plan is meant to enhance delivery of those
services thereby contributing to the achievement of the strategic
priorities of furthering Lethbridge as a Prosperous City, Healthy
and Diverse City, Culturally Vibrant City and Well Designed City.
The intent of this Recreation and Culture Master Plan is to
provide an accurate depiction of the present and future needs
for recreation and culture facilities and services in the City of
Lethbridge and community and outline strategies as to how to
meet identified needs for a ten year period.
This Plan has been developed based on broad public engagement,
due diligence and compilation of varying levels of internal
and external qualitative and quantitative information. Needs
identified and planning guidelines and management tools
contained herein are built upon the inputs of many different
stakeholders as well as input from the general public and
represent a balanced approach to meeting needs with available
public resources.
The City’s approach to delivering recreation and culture services,
primarily through arrangements with valued delivery partners,
is both innovative and effective. With high levels of resident
satisfaction and appreciation by all stakeholders of the level of
support and guidance the City currently provides for the entire
recreation and culture delivery system. The recommended
initiatives are meant to enhance and strengthen an already
effective and efficient delivery model. That being said, specific
initiatives that the recreation and culture department should
consider different aspects of service delivery and infrastructure
are outlined as follows:

Key initiatives for community-wide strategy development and
implementation:
»»

Develop community-wide strategies to achieve desired
recreation and culture service delivery outcomes in
collaboration with key community stakeholders regardless
of the sector they represent (e.g. health and wellness,
education, justice, social services, etc.).

Key initiatives for policy development and implementation:
»»

Develop policies including, but not limited to, those mentioned
in order to enhance the structure of, and strengthen, the
existing recreation and culture service delivery system.

Key initiatives for promotions and social marketing:
»»

Develop a recreation and culture marketing and
communications plan;

»»

Develop a brand and associated awareness for the Recreation
and Culture Department;

»»

Expand existing promotional efforts to increase impact and
include benefits messaging;

»»

Collect information regarding key messages (participant
testimonials, industry publications, cross-sectoral research)
on an ongoing basis; and

»»

Ensure that initiatives evolving from the Master Plan are
branded as such.
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Key initiatives for community liaison:

Key initiatives for enhanced volunteer support:

»»

Administer a community recreation and culture household
survey every five years;

»»

»»

Host a conference/symposium of representatives from partner
groups, the volunteer community and the City; and

Work with Volunteer Lethbridge to increase connections between,
and develop opportunities for, willing volunteers and groups
requiring assistance in the recreation and culture area; and

»»

In collaboration with community organizations, establish a
volunteer information sharing event, likely to coincide with a
conference or symposium for partner groups.

»»

Establish an online forum for discussion related to recreation
and culture for ongoing dialogue between the City, partner
groups, and the public.

Key initiatives for funding partnerships:
Key initiatives for enhanced partner group support:
»»

»»

»»

»»

Invest sufficient staff time and resources for building partner
relations and supporting partner sustainability and quality
assurance;

Utilize partnerships whenever possible in the operations of
recreation and culture infrastructure and in the delivery of
recreation and culture programs and services; and

»»

Develop a group support handbook outlining the group evolution
concept and supports available from the City and/or its
overarching organization partners for group assistance; and

Utilize the partnership framework presented when
contemplating new partnerships/projects.

Key initiatives for usage tracking and quality control:

Assess ways and means to communicate with and provide
support to partner groups and enhance where required.

»»

Key initiatives for performance measurement for partner
arrangements:
»»

In collaboration with delivery partners, develop improved
performance measurement criteria for existing agreements in
place (focusing primarily on fee-for-service agreements); and

»»

Utilize performance measurement criteria for annual reporting.

Establish formal protocol/requirements for usage tracking
at recreation and culture venues to promote existing
participation levels, relate to performance measures for
partner arrangements and use them to measure ongoing
successes.

Key initiatives for cross-sectoral collaboration:
»»

Build upon existing cross-sectoral relationships, such as the
Healthy Communities Association of Lethbridge, which involve
partnerships with health, education, justice and other sectors;

»»

When hosting an event or supporting an initiative, explore
possibilities of cross-sectoral involvement wherever possible;
and

»»

Include cross-sectoral performance measures in fee-forservice agreement where possible.
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Key initiatives for event hosting:

Key initiatives for recreation and culture resource siting:

»»

»»

Continue to support event hosting efforts of partner groups.

Utilize the site considerations outlined in assessing site
suitability for future recreation and culture infrastructure.

Key initiatives for recreation, sport, culture and heritage tourism:
»»

The service delivery initiatives outlined provide guidance
and support to all delivery stakeholders. Although all that are
mentioned may not be achievable during the horizons outlined in
this Plan, the fact that they are all being considered in the future
is proactive and valuable.

Develop tourism strategy and/or master plan to develop
a common strategic direction, to better coordinate
tourism marketing in the city and to recommend product
enhancements according to the chosen direction.

Key initiatives for integrating the voice of recreation and culture
into other City functions:
»»

Ensure that all opportunities to participate in other City
planning or operational functions are taken; and

»»

Outline common expectations of recreation and culture
stakeholders in regards to the provision of other City services
and planning efforts.

The infrastructure priorities and projects outlined herein are
subject to Council approval and the availability of City funding
sources.

Key initiatives for guiding principles for recreation and culture
infrastructure:
»»

Consult the principles and recommendations outlined in
contemplating any future recreation and culture infrastructure
reinvestment or new development.

Key initiatives for resource development approach:
»»

A number of key recommendations around recreation and culture
infrastructure are also outlined. Guiding principles are presented
for planning and operating recreation and culture infrastructure
including, but not limited to, discussion on balance of spontaneous
and structured activity spaces, the merits of building multipurpose
facilities versus stand-alone facilities and when to reinvest,
repurpose or decommission existing infrastructure. Finally, the
following action plan for recreation and culture infrastructure is
proposed, based on a transparent prioritization framework.

Short-term priorities
1. Developing a new multipurpose leisure centre including leisure
aquatics, fitness and dry-land/field house/gymnasium spaces
2. Henderson outdoor pool renovation

Utilize the approach outlined in planning and developing new
and/or renovated recreation and culture infrastructure.

3. Adding new fitness spaces to existing recreation facilities
4. Developing a new outdoor festival space

Key initiatives for facility development:
»»

Continue to utilize the facility resource classification outlined
to manage and plan new recreation and culture infrastructure.
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Although the content and recommendations contained herein are
not binding once approved by City Council, the Plan will become a
key reference point in future decision making regarding recreation
and culture facilities and services. The estimated financial
implications and associated timing will enable the City and other
stakeholders to plan for future resource allocation. Although these
estimates may have higher margins of error; the fact that they are
being proactively considered is invaluable.

Mid-term priorities
1. Yates Memorial/Sterndale Bennett reinvestment
2. Bill Kergan Centre renovation
3. Civic Ice Centre replacement and repurpose1 / reinvestment
4. Labor Club Ice Centre replacement and repurpose/
reinvestment
5. Developing an additional ice sheet (increasing the overall
provision to 8 community ice sheets in the City)

The underlying theme in this Plan and its various recommendations
and guidelines is that the delivery of recreation and culture
facilities and services is dependent upon a collaborative effort
led by the City. Nevertheless, the Plan recognizes that while the
City has overseen this Plan, and many of the recommendations
are most pertinent for the City administration and staff, the fact
remains that these services and facilities are a product of the
dedication and perseverance of all stakeholders, including the
volunteer sector, other levels of government and the private
sector.

6. Developing a new performing arts centre
7.

Developing a new water spray park

8. Developing new skateboard parks (minor and major)
9. Developing new sports fields and associated amenities
Long-term priorities
1. Fort Whoop-Up reinvestment

This document is meant to aid the City in making the right
decisions for future recreation and culture facilities and services
in the region. The planning guidelines and management tools
provided will ensure that the City is able to deal with other
delivery stakeholders in an efficient, fair and equitable fashion.
As well, the recommendations regarding infrastructure provide
a strategic approach to sustaining existing service levels while
provide exciting, unique and necessary environments and
programs to enrich the quality of life of regional residents and
visitors alike.

2. Nikka Yuko Japanese Garden reinvestment
3. Fritz Sick Centre Swimming pool replacement/reinvestment
4. Developing a new picnic shelter area
5. Adding gallery spaces to existing recreation and culture
facilities
It is important to note that the preceding list of prioritized
projects could be impacted (could come to fruition quicker)
by potential partner groups investing in facility development
through capital injection, as well as the allocation of external
grant dollars to specific projects and/or fundraising efforts.

The founding principles of this Plan (vision) indicate it is a living
document. It must adapt to the changing recreation and culture
environment. As such, the Plan should be revised every 5 years,
coinciding with the recreation and culture survey intervals as
discussed herein.

1. Potentially to include dry land activities in repurposed arena facilities
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I

Introduction

Recreation and culture services (facilities and programs) are
significant contributors to people’s quality of life. In fact,
ninety-four percent (94%) of Albertans say that having a wide
variety of cultural activities and events makes Alberta a better
place to live1. Further, 92% of Lethbridge residents said that
recreation and parks facilities and services are important
components to improve their quality of life. Recreation and culture
services can also positively impact community cohesiveness
and strengthen family bonds. A community with an abundance
of these quality of life services and that is focused on producing
quality experiences is one that is healthy, diverse, and vibrant.
Likewise these services can help attract new residents and
businesses to the community and retain current residents.
Residents of Lethbridge have a wealth of recreation and culture
services at their disposal. These services range from large
indoor venues (e.g. the Enmax Centre) to small neighbourhood
parks. There is variety as well in terms of the public, private and
non-profit sector agencies providing such services.

From the municipal point of view, it is the Recreation and Culture
Department (the Department) that is primarily responsible
for overseeing the development and provision of community
recreation and culture services in Lethbridge. The Department’s
mission is to… “facilitate the provision of recreational and
cultural opportunities that contribute to the personal well-being
and quality of life of our community.”
The Department services one of Alberta’s largest markets for
recreation and culture services. The Department approaches
the delivery of recreation and cultural services in a much more
deliberate and divested way as compared to its mid-sized
city counterparts in that it principally utilizes partnerships
and contracted services in its facility operations and program
delivery. In effect, the City itself provides very limited direct
programming to its residents. This approach has been taken
by the City for a number of years and has proven to be not only
efficient but also effective in delivering needed and valued
recreation and culture opportunities to its residents.

1. In Alberta… ‘Recreation and Parks Matter’, ARPA 2010
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other key planning documents and further implements the
vision of the Integrated Community Sustainability Plan/
Municipal Development Plan (ICSP/MDP). Positioning the Master
Plan in this manner helps ensure the integration of municipal
planning efforts and the successful implementation of their
many strategies. There are four strategic policies in the ISCP/
MDP that are particularly pertinent to this Master Plan: A
Prosperous City; A Healthy and Diverse City; A Culturally Vibrant
City; and A Well Designed City.

The Department and its delivery partners understand the
benefits of recreation and culture to the community and
region. The City has invested significantly in making recreation
and culture opportunities available to regional residents and
visitors to the community and continues to demonstrate its
commitment to enhancing quality of life through sustaining
existing recreation and culture facilities as well as building
new infrastructure, such as the new Community Arts Centre
(under construction) and the new twin ice and curling facility
(in design).
Realizing the benefits of recreation and culture, and understanding
that local government has a significant role to play in planning
for recreation and culture provision, the City of Lethbridge initiated
a Recreation and Culture Master Plan (the Master Plan) process.
The intent of the process is to further define the current state of
recreation and culture services in the city and region; identify
future strategies and priorities for recreation and culture
provision in the city/region; and guide future decision making
regarding recreation and culture services and infrastructure
over the next 10 years.
The Recreation and Culture Master Plan has not been developed in
isolation from other municipal plans. It does in fact acknowledge

There are six key tenets of the City’s ICSP/MDP. Of these, the
service provided by the Recreation and Culture Department
significantly impacts four. These services, and thus the
implementation of this Master Plan, further the strategic
direction outlined in the ICSP/MDP as follows:
1. Prosperous — recreation and culture services generate
economic impact, create local employment and lead to
happier, healthier and thus more productive residents. This
Master Plan outlines tactics to further enhance economic
impact through tourism, provides guidelines to create more
efficient and sustainable infrastructure and provides key
community priorities for future service provision.
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2. Healthy and Diverse — recreation and culture services
provide outlets for residents to enhance health, foster
creativity and facilitate social inclusion. This Master Plan
outlines ways that residents can become more aware of
available opportunities, further understand the benefits to
both the individual and the community that recreation and
culture participation can accrue and outlines ways to ensure
that the successes of current investment in recreation and
culture is sustained, strengthened and optimized.

This Master Plan has been based upon thorough research, extensive
public engagement and the strategic engagement of, and
assessment from, industry professionals, City administration,
City Council, service delivery partners and representatives from
the general public2.
Primary research facilitated during the development of the
Master Plan included:
»» A household resident survey — a statistically reliable
telephone survey of 400 city households;

3. Culturally Vibrant — recreation and culture services
generate community pride, provide a medium for the City to
share its storied past and generate community spirit and
activity in a variety of ways. This Master Plan outlines ways
to ensure that more residents are aware of the City’s vast
recreation and culture assets as well as identifying and
responding to community needs and input thereby further
celebrating arts and culture and promoting active living.

»» A web-based resident survey — facilitated on the City’s
website;
»» A stakeholder survey — questionnaires sent to organized
groups in the region;
»» Stakeholder group interviews — individual discussions with
local recreation and culture delivery stakeholders;

4. Well Designed — recreation and culture infrastructure are
centrepieces of the City’s asset inventory. Strategically
approaching the provision of recreation and culture
infrastructure to attract adjacent growth, integrate sites
within existing or proposed new transportation networks
and understanding future land requirements are all provided
in this Master Plan.

»» Exposure/interaction at high traffic events in the
community; and
»» Various other telephone and personal interviews and
meetings with municipal administration, elected officials
and community group stakeholder representatives.

This Master Plan outlines strategies for the provision of recreation
and culture infrastructure and service delivery in the City
of Lethbridge. It is a tool that will guide City Council and
administration in addressing future recreation and culture
needs, development, re-development and enhancements of
all recreation and culture services, programs, and facilities
controlled and/or owned by the City. It is a strategic and
directional guide for policy development, decision making, and
implementation to ensure sustainability to meet current and
future community recreational and cultural needs/interests. As
well, the Master Plan provides long range predictions for major
recreation and culture facility upgrading and replacement needs.

Secondary research conducted for the project included:
»» Information gathering from comparable communities
regarding recreation and culture facility and services
inventories;
»» Analysis of provincially collected data describing municipal
expenditures — with specific attention to recreation and
culture;
»» A review of recreation and culture industry publications; and
»» A review of municipal strategic planning documentation

2. 400 households participated in the telephone survey; 72
organizations participated in the group survey; 38 group
representatives were interviewed; 324 responses were provided
through an online survey.
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II

The Benefits of Recreation and Culture:
Plan Foundations
…provide the key to balanced human development:
The benefits of recreation and culture participation to both the
overall community and citizens within it are well documented and
scientifically proven. These significant benefits are commonly
categorized into the following key result areas.

»»

Regular physical activity is likely to provide children with the
optimum physiological condition for maximizing learning5
and culture promotes the formation of cognitive and
emotional development among the youngest participants;

» » Low income students who are involved in arts activities
have higher academic achievement and are more likely to go
to college6;

Recreation and culture services…
…are essential to personal health and well-being:

»» The arts and other forms of creativity can have profound
individual social outcomes and generate a deeper sense of
place and local community7 and creative thinking instigates
new models for problem-solving; and

»» Increased leisure time and physical activity improves life
expectancy1;
»»

Physical activity contributes to improved mental health and
reduced rates of depression2;

»»

Participation in physical activity can reduce workplace related
stress3; and

»»

The provision of green spaces has been linked with a number
of health and well-being benefits including: increased physical
activity, and stress reduction4.

»» Involvement in physical activity and leisure corresponds
with adolescents leading a healthier long term lifestyle8.
»» 80% of city households stated that culture contributes “a
great deal” or a “fair amount” to personal enrichment. It
propels activity and discovery.
»» 84% of city households stated that recreation
contributes “a great deal” or a “fair amount” to personal
enrichment.

»» About 42% of city households indicated they participated
in recreation and culture pursuits for physical health and
exercise.
» » Some 87% of city households stated that “culture”
contributes “a great deal” or a “fair amount” to personal
fun/enjoyment.
»»

And 95% of city households stated that “recreation”
contributes “a great deal” or a “fair amount” to personal
fun/enjoyment.

1. Moore SC, et al. (2012) Leisure Time Physical Activity of Moderate to
Vigorous Intensity and Mortality: A Large Pooled Cohort Analysis. PLoS
Medicine 9 (11): e1001335. doi:10.1371/journal.pmed.1001335
2. Gallegos-Carillo, Katia et al. (2012). Physical Activity and Reduced Risk
of Depression: Results of a Longitudinal Study of Mexican Adults. Health
Psychology. In press.doi: 10.1037/a0029276
3. Burton, James P., Hoobler, Jenny M. and Scheuer, Melinda L. (2012)
Supervisor Workplace Stress and Abusive Supervision: The Buffering Effect
of Exercise. Journal of Business and Psychology.
4. Heinze, John. (2011). Benefits of Green Space — Recent Research.
Chantilly, Virginia: Environmental Health Research Foundation.

5. Marten, Karen. (2010). Brain boost: Sport and physical activity
enhance children’s learning. Crawley, Western Australia: University of
Western Australia.
6. Catteral, James S. (2012). The Arts and Achievement in At-Risk
Youth: Findings from Four Longitudinal Studies. Washington, District of
Columbia: National Endowment for the Arts
7. Mulligan, M. et al. (2006).Creating Community: Celebrations, Arts and
Wellbeing Within and Across Local Communities. Melbourne, Australia:
Globalism Institute, RMIT University
8. Aarnio, M. (2003). Leisure-time physical activity in late adolescence:
A chohort study of stability, correlates and familial aggregation in twin
boys and girls. Journal of Sports Science and Medicine, 2(Suppl. 2), 1 –
41.
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…provide a foundation for quality of life:

…reduce self-destructive and anti-social behavior:

»» The arts are seen as an important contributor to quality of
life in communities9;

»» Youth participation in recreational activities such as camps
increases leadership and social capacities12;

»» High quality public space can enhance the sense of
community in new neighbourhoods10; and

»» Participation in recreation and leisure related activities by
low income and other at risk children and youth populations
can result in decreased behavioral/emotional problems,
decreased use of emergency services, and enhanced
physical and psycho-social health of families13; and

»» Community sport facilities have positive benefits related to
increased accessibility, exposure, participation, perceptions
of success, and improved sport experiences11.
»» Eighty percent (80%) of city residents either “strongly
agreed” or “somewhat agreed” that culture opportunities
are important to their quality of life in Lethbridge.

»» Teen athletes are less likely to use illicit drugs, smoke or to
be suicidal14.
»» 72% of city households stated that recreation
contributes “a great deal” or a “fair amount” to public
safety.

»» 91% of city residents either “strongly agreed” or
“somewhat agreed” that recreation opportunities are
important to their quality of life in Lethbridge.

»» 63% of city households stated that culture contributes “a
great deal” or a “fair amount” to public safety.

9. Environics Research Group. (2010). The Arts and the Quality of Life The
attitudes of Ontarians. Toronto, Ontario: Ontario Arts Council.
10. Francis, Jacinta et al. (2012). Creating sense of community: The role
of public space. Journal of Environmental Psychology. 32(4): 401 – 409.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jenvp.2012.07.002
11. Grieve, Jackie, Sherry, Emma. (2011). Community benefits of
major sport facilities: The Darebin International Sports Centre. Sport
Management Review. 15(2):218 – 229doi:10.1016/j.smr.2011.03.001

12. Henderson, K., Scanlin, M., Whitaker, L., et al. (2005) Intentionality
and Youth Development Through Camp Experiences. Canadian Congress
on Leisure Research.11th, Nanaimo, British Columbia.
13. Totten, M. (2007). Access to Recreation for Low-Income Families in
Ontario: The Health, Social and Economic Benefits of Increasing Access
to Recreation for Low-Income Families; Research Summary Report.
Toronto, Ontario: Ministry of Health Promotion.
14. Poway High School Library. (2001). Teens and sports: The perfect
combination? Better Nutrition, 63(9), 16.
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…build strong families, neighborhoods and healthy
communities:

…reduce health care, social service and police/justice
costs:

»» People with an active interest in the arts contribute more to
society than those with little or no such interest15;

» » Physical inactivity has a number of direct and indirect
financial impacts on all levels of government18;

»» Evidence indicates that adults who attend art museums, art
galleries, or live arts performances are far more likely than
non-attendees to vote, volunteer, or take part in community
events 16;

»» Parks and recreation programming during non-school hours
can reduce costs associated with juvenile delinquency and
obesity19;

»» Cultural districts such as that being developed in downtown
Lethbridge encourage the use of alternative transportation.
Culture leads to the re-use of existing spaces and smart
growth development;
»»

Structured sport and recreational activities can help foster a
stronger sense of community among children and youth17; and

»» Culture and recreational opportunities are the fabric of
community interactions and break down barriers. Murals
replace graffiti as a neighbourhood’s identifier. Neighbors
express shared pride in their local culture and in their
recreational and cultural facilities.
»» About 86% of city households stated that recreation
contributes “a great deal” or a “fair amount” to civic
pride, 84% to community identity and 83% to community
building.
»» Eighty-four percent (84%) of city households stated
that culture contributes “a great deal” or a “fair amount”
to civic pride, 78% to community identity and 81% to
community building.

15. LeRoux, Kelly. (2012). Interest in Arts Predicts Social Responsibility.
Chicago:University of Illinois at Chicago. Press Release
16. National Endowment for the Arts. (2009. Art-Goers in Their
Communities: Patterns of Civic and Social Engagement. Nea Research
Note #98. Washington, D.C.: Author.
17. Hutchinson, Susan L. (2011). Physical Activity, Recreation, Leisure,
and Sport: Essential Pieces of the Mental Health and Well-being Puzzle.
Halifax, Nova Scotia: Recreation Nova Scotia.

»» Culture breeds positive street life and transforms the lives
of at-risk populations. Culture combats the anonymity that
drives communities apart; and
»» Increased fitness leads to lowered risk factors for
substance abuse among youth populations20.

…are a significant economic generator:
»» Recent Canadian research indicated that cultural activities
have the potential to be significant drivers of economic
outputs and employment 21 . Culture attracts and retains
creative professionals and their employers, revitalizes and
sustains property values, and attracts visitors regionally
and nationally, directly contributing to the local economy;
» » Evidence suggests that creative activity shapes the
competitive character of a city by enhancing both its
innovative capacity and the quality of place so crucial to
attracting and retaining skilled workers22;

18. Canadian Association for Health, Physical Education, Recreation
and Dance (CAHPERD). (2004) Physical Activity: Health benefits and
costs to health care system. Ottawa, Ontario: Author.
19. Witt, Peter A and Cladwell, Linda L. (2010).The Scientific Evidence
Relating to the Impact of Recreation on Youth Development, in
The Rationale for Recreation Services for Youth: An Evidenced
Based Approach. Ashburn, Virginia: National Recreation and Parks
Association.
20. Collingwood, Thomas R. et al. (2000). Physical Training as a
Substance Abuse Prevention Intervention for Youth.Journal of Drug
Education. 30 (4): 435 – 451.
21. Momer, Bernard. (2011) Our City, Ourselves: A Cultural Landscape
Assessment of Kelowna, British Columbia. Kelowna, British Columbia:
City of Kelowna Recreation and Cultural Services.
22. Gertler, M. (2004). Creative cities: What are they for, how do they
work, and how do we build them? Ottawa, Ontario: Canadian Policy
Research Network.
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…provide green spaces that are essential to
well-being:
»» The provision of quality parks and open spaces can have
significant economic benefits which include increased
property values and tourism potential23;

»» Sustainable public green spaces provide crucial areas for
residents of all demographics to be physically and socially
active26;

»» In recent years, the provision of recreation and culture
services by the City of Lethbridge lead to increases in GDP
of $43M, labour income of over $29M and created 388 jobs
annually24; and

»» Increasing green spaces in urban centres has a number
of positive environmental outcomes which can increase
sustainability and lower long term infrastructure costs27; and
»» When children and youth have positive experiences with
parks and green spaces, they are more likely to have
stronger attitudes towards conservation and preservation
of the environment as adults28.

»» Sporting events in the city have contributed over $5.7M in
GDP, and created 123 jobs over the past 3 years25.
»» Eighty-four percent (84%) of city households stated
that recreation contributes “a great deal” or a “fair
amount” to tourism, 78% to attracting new residents,
65% to attracting new business and 85% to the local
economy.
»» Eighty percent (80%) of city households stated that
culture contributes “a great deal” or a “fair amount”
to tourism, 67% to attracting new residents, 63% to
attracting new business and 80% to the local economy.

23. Harnik, P., &Welle.B. (2009).Measuring the Economic Value of a City
Park System. San Francisco, California: Trust for Public Lands.
24. Refer to the State of Recreation and Culture report
25. Refer to the State of Recreation and Culture report

26. Cohen, D. et al. (2007). Contribution of Public Parks to Physical
Activity. American Journal of Public Health, 97(3), 509.
27. Groth, P. (2008). Quantifying the Greenhouse Gas Benefits of Urban
Parks. San Francisco, California: The Trust for Public Land.
28. Place, G. (2004). Youth Recreation Leads to Adult Conservation.
Chicago, Illinois: Chicago State University.
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2) To promote and facilitate social growth and
community wellbeing
It is for these reasons, and many others, that the City of Lethbridge
and its many recreation and culture delivery partners invest time
and resources in quality recreation and culture opportunities.
The overall rationale and outcomes for community-wide providers
of recreation and culture services are presented as follows to
position the importance of recreation and culture in the overall
quality of life in Lethbridge.

Recreation and culture services are provided:
1) To enhance and sustain citizen health, growth
and development
»» Optimizing the experience of living;
»» Promoting life satisfaction, happiness and overall quality of
life;
»» Promoting early childhood development and creativity;

»» Building social capital — social connections, sense of
belonging and inclusiveness;
»» Building social infrastructure, amenities and community
hubs;
»» Through safe connections, places/spaces;
»» Through community/neighbourhood design; and
»» Through an active transportation system.
»» Community capacity building, empowerment and community
development;
»» Community identity, pride and spirit;
»» Promoting safe communities and reduction/prevention of
crime; and
»» Recognizing cultural diversity, heritage and multigenerational
relations and interactions.

»» Promoting youth development and resiliency;
»» Promoting lifelong learning and leisure literacy;
»» Pursuing excellence;
»» Promoting citizenship through engaged leadership;
»» Promoting family and social life; and
»» Promoting positive ageing.

3) To promote and facilitate environmental
sustainability
»» Greening community and community beautification;
»» Minimizing ecological footprints/impacts;
»» Connecting places and spaces;
»» Ensuring land, air and water quality; and
»» Protecting and conserving natural capital/open spaces.

4) To promote and facilitate economic development
and diversification
»» Promoting creative industries;
»» Facilitating tourism forms;
»» Major events hosting; and
»» Facilitation of robust recreation, culture and wellness
industries.
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1) Citizen Health,
Growth and Development

2) Social Growth and
Community Wellbeing

Why Does the City
of Lethbridge and its
Recreation and Culture
Partners Invest in
Recreation
and Culture?
4) Economic Development
and Diversification

3) Environmental
Sustainability
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From the oversight perspective of the City, it strives to achieve
these overarching outcomes/intents of investment in recreation
and culture service primarily through its Recreation and Culture
Department, although many other City departments also play
a role. The most recent vision and mission statements of the
Recreation and Culture Department follow:

Based on the strategic direction set by the Department and in
recognition of all the benefits afforded by quality recreation
and culture services in the City Lethbridge, the following draft
Recreation and Culture Master Plan Vision Statement and
outcomes have been developed.

Current Departmental Vision Statement: We envision….
A healthy engaged community accessing diverse recreation
and cultural opportunities.
Current Department Mission Statement: We are responsible to…
Facilitate and provide recreational and cultural opportunities
that contribute to the personal well-being and quality of life
of our community
Vision and mission statements are extremely important, not
only for an organization, but also for a Plan such as this. The
vision for this Recreation and Culture Master Plan should flow
from that of the Department, and staff must all be thoroughly
familiar with both statements so that they function as intended:
as living statements that actively direct the organization and
guide it in its day-to-day affairs.
The vision statement for the Plan must be aspirational, outlining
what it is or aspires to be. It is written from the “outside in”,
describing how an organization (or in this case, the Plan) should
ideally be seen by others.
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The Recreation and Cultural Master Plan is a living document
that guides the Recreation and Cultural Services Department’s
relationships with organizations that deliver recreation and
cultural services in the city. It establishes the City’s leadership
role in directing the provision of those services and the
management of the facilities in which they are housed. Finally
the Master Plan ensures that all city residents and visitors
have access to affordable and high-quality opportunities,
thereby encouraging them to pursue healthy, active and
engaged lifestyles.

This Vision Statement summarizes the approach of this Plan. Its
key words are as follows:
»»

“Living” — to ensure the Plan remains relevant and continues
to be a resource that all concerned can refer to, again and
again;

»»

“Leadership” — this recognizes that while virtually all
stakeholders recognize the absolutely vital support role
played by the City of Lethbridge, and the dedication and
excellence of City staff, more leadership to set terms,
mandates and policies is needed from the City;

»»

“Access” — a crucial component in terms of physical, cultural
and intellectual accessibility, and part of the terms of
reference for the Plan itself;

»»

“Visitors” — to recognize that while residents are obviously the
key target group, the Plan considers the opportunity and the
potential in developing tourism of all kinds; and

»»

The following Plan outcomes are meant to focus the
implementation of this Master Plan and ultimately provide a
reference point for measuring success of Plan implementation.
1. The benefits of recreation and culture services are
understood, valued and supported by the City, its delivery
partners and the general public.
2. The City provides general direction and facilitates
communication throughout the recreation and culture
delivery system, between the City and its partners as well
as between the partners themselves.

“Healthy, active and engaged” — these three terms sum up the
vision for the outcome of the Plan in terms of the quality of life
and other benefits it will ideally yield.

3. The City utilizes partnerships in facility provision and
service delivery wherever possible.
4. The City has strong, defined and measured partnership
arrangements with delivery partners.
5. The City provides necessary support to delivery partners
on an equitable and efficient basis.
6. The City manages its recreation and culture infrastructure
in a manner that ensures sustainability, promotes
efficiency, enables functional use and responds to
community needs.
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III

State of Recreation and Culture Summary

The following points represent a summary of the research
presented in “The State of Recreation and Culture in Lethbridge”
report (under separate cover). These summary points are
intended to bridge the findings of the research with components
of the Master Plan. For detail regarding the following summary
points, please refer to the “The State of Recreation and Culture
in Lethbridge” report.

»» 8 of the 10 largest employers in the city are public sector.

Key Findings: Community Context

»» Recreation and culture services in Lethbridge…

»» Regional residents have access to high level sports as the
city is home to the Western Hockey League (Lethbridge
Hurricanes) and Western Major Baseball League (Lethbridge
Bulls).

Key Findings: Benefits of Recreation and Culture

» » The city and region have a number of iconic historical
features including the longest and highest trestle bridge in
North America, settlement roots in excess of 11,000 years
and World Heritage Site Head Smashed-In Buffalo Jump.

»» are essential to personal health and well-being;

»» The city has embraced and commemorated a number of key
historical features through naming of community assets and
roadways.

»» reduce self-destructive and anti-social behavior;

»» provide the key to balanced human development;
»» provide a foundation for quality of life;
»» build strong families and healthy communities;
»» reduce health care, social service and police/justice
costs;

» » The current city population is just over 89,000. The
metropolitan area (including the city) is over 105,000
residents.
»»

»» are a significant economic generator; and

The average age of residents is similar to the provincial average
of 36.0 years.

»» The population has grown almost 9% since 2008, with much
of the growth found in the city’s west.
»» The city has a lower median household income as compared
to provincial averages and the city is also similar to provincial
averages in terms of post-secondary education attainment.
»» The city is home to increasing proportions of new Canadians.

»» include green spaces which are essential to well-being.
»» Capital and operating investments by the City in recreation
and culture has a significant impact on the community both
in terms of employment and in dollars into the community
from employment income. Positive impacts to provincial GDP
were accrued as well.
»» Additionally, the economic impact of select sporting events
since 2011 has generated over 120 jobs in Lethbridge and
contributed approximately $5.7M to the GDP of Lethbridge1.

»» Based upon growth assumptions, the population of the city
could reach 137,000 by 2027.
»» One of the biggest employers in the city is the University of
Lethbridge. The University, along with Lethbridge College
employ over 3,000 regional residents (2,000 and 1,000
respectively) and have a combined enrolment of over
12,000 students (8,000 and 4,000 respectively).

1. Sport Tourism Economic Assessment Model (STEAM)
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Key Findings: Trends in Recreation and Culture
Provision
»» Trends in pursuits and activity:

»» Trends related to service delivery:
»» Partnering has become vital to sustaining and enhancing
services;

»» Municipalities are looking at ways to assist in the
implementation of the Sport For Life Strategy;

» » Volunteerism is changing, thereby impacting how
municipalities approach the provision of services
such as recreation and culture programs and facilities
that involve volunteers (facilitating community
development);

»» Fitness levels are declining in all age categories;
»» People, especially youth, are not spending enough time
outdoors and participating in unstructured play;

»» Funding models for recreation and culture services are
evolving with decreasing proportions of support from
non-municipal levels of government and new sources of
innovative revenue generation; and
» » Sport, recreation, culture and heritage tourism efforts
have broad community impacts and are becoming a
priority consideration for many Alberta municipalities.
»» Trends related to infrastructure:
»» Unstructured/spontaneous use amenities are being
demanded and are being developed;

»» Recreation and culture services are proven to be of
social benefits to children and key catalysts to social
inclusion;
»» The Canadian Index of Well Being suggests that our
quality of life is not improving in unison with advances in
economic growth; and
»» The Alberta Recreation Survey is a provincially led
survey fielded periodically. The last was fielded in 2008.
It is expected that the next survey will be fielded in
2013.
»» Participation amongst households in fitness/
aqua-size/yoga has increased sizably since 2000.

» » Flexibility, activity clustering and multi-purpose
engagement lead to increased convenience, capacity
and cross pollination of activity;
»» Integration of indoor and outdoor environments
through design allows for optimum site and facility
programming; and
» » Planning for physical accessibility is important in
areas where it is not already achieved.
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Key Findings: Comparative Analysis

Key Findings: Resource Inventory

An investigation of recreation and cultural service provision
was undertaken comparing Lethbridge with Kamloops, Medicine
Hat and Red Deer. An overview of best practices observed in a
broader basis is included as well.

»» Recreation facilities:
» » The City has 5 ice arenas available for resident use
with an average age of 43 years and an estimated
replacement value 2 of $56M. (The ENMAX Centre is also
available to some degree to the public.);

»» Broad strategic direction

»» The ice arenas are utilized at least 99% of prime time
capacity;

»» Push to policy based administration and governance of
recreation and culture (fees and charges, sport tourism,
green design, sponsorship, public art, etc.);

» » The community has access to 28 school gymnasiums
through the Joint Use Agreement, with over 7,000 hours
of community use occurred between September, 2011
and August, 2012 (20% and 52% of available time in
the separate and public school divisions respectively).
A significant amount of time in the evenings and on
weekends was booked by the schools themselves;

»» Conservation of heritage resources is a focus; and
» » Municipalities are investing in sport, recreation, culture
and heritage tourism.
»» Infrastructure provision
»» The City of Lethbridge provides the majority of recreation
and cultural facilities at a similar ratio to the comparable
communities;

»» The City has two indoor fields and one senior centre;
»» The City has 3 indoor pools with an average age of 42
years and estimated replacement value of $45M—
all lack leisure amenities and other complementary
program areas;

»» The City of Lethbridge provides 25 metre tanks,
gymnasiums, heritage interpretive facilities, seniors
centres, major spectator ball diamonds, outdoor
basketball courts, and trails/pathways at a ratio more
favorable than in the comparable communities; and

»» The City has over 60 ball diamonds and 69 rectangular
fields; and
» » The City has a number of outdoor specialty facilities
including a skate park, bmx park, mountain bike park,
shooting range, lawn bowling area, 3 off leash dog areas,
8 horseshoe pit facilities, tennis courts (24), water
spray features (2), 38 hard surface court areas, over 75
playgrounds, 4 major picnic shelters, over 100 parks and
over 180km of trails (140km hard surface).

»» The City of Lethbridge provides curling sheets, fitness/
wellness facilities, indoor tennis courts, leisure swimming
pools, youth centres, bike parks, disc golf sites, festival
venues, picnic shelters, skate parks, and water spray
parks at ratios less favorable than in the comparable
communities.

2. Replacement value indicates the cost to replace the current facilities
to a similar standard.
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Key Findings: Service Delivery Context & Model
»» Culture facilities:
»» The City is developing a Community Arts Centre (unique
to many other jurisdictions).
»» The City has a number of interpretive centres including
the Galt Museum & Archives, Fort Whoop-Up, the Helen
Schuler Nature Centre and the Nikka Yuko Japanese
Garden.
» » The City has a 500 seat theatre (Yates Memorial
Theatre), black box theatre (Sterndale Bennett) and
major performance venue that can accommodate up
to 6,000 (ENMAX Centre).

»» The Integrated Community Sustainability Plan (ICSP)/
Municipal Development Plan (MDP) is the preeminent
municipal plan beneath which all other City plans fit —
including the Recreation and Culture Master Plan. The ICSP/
MDP describes a series of strategic policies, four of which are
particularly pertinent to this Recreation and Culture Master
Plan: A Prosperous City; A Healthy and Diverse City; A Culturally
Vibrant City; and A Well Designed City.
»» Many of the existing City planning documents make
reference to recreation and culture.
»» The City has a varied approach to service delivery.
»» There is some direct service provision (e.g. provision of
facilities and some direct programming—Helen Schuler
Nature Centre & public skating at arenas);

»» Usage over the past two years (Jan 1, 2011 to December
31, 2012) in the Yates Memorial Theatre included 652
bookings (theatre, dance and musical), while the
Sterndale Bennett had 492 bookings (theatre and
musical).

»» Indirect service provision;
»» Community groups book facilities and deliver
programming;

»» There is one primary City-owned art gallery in the
community (SAAG) with other areas in civic facilities
utilized for art display on an ad hoc basis.

»» Fee-for-service agreements with some organizations
(e.g. Lethbridge minor baseball associations); and

»» There is one multicultural service centre (Bill Kergan
Centre) in the city.

»»

»» There are several installations of public art throughout
the city.
»»

The overall estimated replacement value of indoor recreation
and culture facilities included in the scope of this Master
Plan is $354M and the average age is 44 years.

»» There are a number of recreation and culture infrastructure
projects underway or being formally contemplated by
the City. These include the new Community Arts Centre,
upgrades to the Helen Schuler Nature Centre, a new twin
ice arena, a new curling rink, enhancements to the Yates
Centre, a new performing arts centre, a new multipurpose
leisure centre, a new skate park, a renovation to the Bill
Kergan multicultural centre, and the North Regional Park.
The total value for these projects is estimated at over
$279.5M.

Contractual arrangements (e.g. private sector pool
operators).

»» Recreation and Culture staff has a support and liaison role
with innumerable community organizations. Staff schedule
City-owned facilities as well as school facilities that are part
of the Joint Use Agreements.
»» Recreation and Culture staff perform minor maintenance at
facilities. Facility Services Department staff are responsible
for major facility maintenance.
»» The City has fee-for-service agreements with two
overarching organizations: the Lethbridge Sport Council and
the Allied Arts Council of Lethbridge.
» » Parks services are a responsibility of the Infrastructure
Services Department not the Community Services Department.
The Departments work together closely.
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Key Findings: Previous Studies
»» 69% said there is a need for new/upgraded culture and
recreation facilities (indoor and outdoor) in Lethbridge.

» » Consultation had been previously completed with some
pertinent findings:

»» Top 10 indoor priorities (in rank order): youth centre;
leisure swimming pool; before and after school care;
science centre; child playgrounds; fitness/wellness
facilities; arena facilities; walking/running track;
leisure ice facilities; and gymnasium type spaces.

»» 2011 Citizen Satisfaction Survey—recreation facilities
was identified as second on the list of infrastructure
that should get the highest and immediate priority
attention.
»» Lethbridge Leisure Centre Needs Assessment—84% of
respondents said someone in their family would very
likely use the proposed facility.
»» North Lethbridge Regional Park—top 5 choices for park
amenities: pathways, washroom facilities, children’s
playgrounds, natural trails, and picnic facilities.

Key Findings: Telephone Household Survey
»» Telephone household survey—400 responses
»» Indoor facilities used/visited by the greatest number
of households were: ENMAX Centre, indoor pools; Galt
Museum & Archives, Yates/Sterndale Bennett Theatres;
and arenas.
»» Outdoor facilities used/visited by the greatest number
of households were: Indian Battle Park, picnic shelters,
Galt Gardens; nature reserve parks; and Helen Schuler
Nature Centre.

»» Top 10 outdoor priorities (in rank order): playgrounds;
open/green spaces; picnic areas; hiking amenities;
sports fields; swimming pools; sledding hill; festival
venue; dog park; water spray parks.
»»

Most supported criteria to determine facility project priorities
were: focus on families; focus on youth; greatest number of
participants; and multi-use capability.

»» 67% would support an increase in property taxes for new
services that their households would use; 66% would
support an increase for enhancements to services that their
households current use; and 49% would support an increase
for services that are important to the community but that
their households may not use.
»» The majority of respondents agreed that Lethbridge should:

»» Over three-quarters of respondents supported the
City providing assistance to the staging of cultural and
heritage events (91%); sports events (90%); special
events (89%); and recreational events (86%).

»» be able to host major recreation and sporting events
(91%);
»» provide recreation and culture services through
partnerships with community groups (92%);
»» serve as a regional destination for recreation
opportunities (84%);
»» be a provincial tourism destination for cultural
opportunities (67%); and

»» 80% agreed that culture is important to their quality of
life; 75% were satisfied with the availability of culture
programs and services currently offered.

»» serve as a destination for cultural opportunities (71%).

»» 91% agreed that recreation is important to their quality
of life: 74% were satisfied with the availability of
recreation programs and services currently offered.
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3.1. Gap Analysis—Service Delivery

Key Findings: Community Groups Survey
»» Community Groups survey—72 responses.
»» 79% said there is a need for new/upgraded culture and
recreation facilities (indoor and outdoor in Lethbridge).
»» Top 10 indoor priorities (in rank order): performing arts/
show spaces; fitness/wellness facilities; art display &
related activity space; arena facilities; leisure swimming
pools; indoor field facilities; program/meeting rooms;
year-round flat surfaces; gymnasium type space; and
social/banquet facilities.
»» Top 10 outdoor priorities (in rank order): festival venue;
sports fields; open space/green spaces; hiking amenities;
fitness equipment; skate parks; public art; sledding
hills; water spray park; track and field space.
»» 72% of groups would support some level of increase in
user fees to ensure that community needs for recreation
and cultural facilities are better met.
»» Main challenges: lack of suitable facilities; fundraising;
marketing; volunteer recruitment.
»» What assistance should the City provide: new facilities;
improved access to facilities.

Key Findings: Stakeholder Interviews
»» Stakeholder interviews—38 interviews.
»» Successes experienced: bookings; partnerships;
engaged community; established and experienced
service delivery groups; City support.
»» Challenges: volunteer recruitment; demands for space;
community awareness; uneven relationships between
organizations and the City; funding.
»» Facility needs: arenas; youth centre; skate park;
gymnasiums; unstructured space; multi-use space;
leisure aquatics.
»» Relationship with City: unclear process; at individual
level not institutionalized; unclear of city priorities.

The City’s current approach to service delivery, primarily
indirect, has proven to be effective and efficient. Levels of public
satisfaction are high for both recreation and culture services
and groups have indicated that the model is working (74%–75% of
telephone survey respondents are satisfied with the availability
of recreation and culture programs and services currently
offered in Lethbridge.). This approach is in line with delivery
trends towards partnerships and enables the City to leverage
public funding with volunteer involvement and expertise. That
being said, there are some aspects of the current approach that
have been identified through analysis as potential areas that
could be enhanced. The areas dealing with service delivery that
may be enhanced include:
Determining community needs for recreation and culture
programs and services. Overall liaison with the public includes
public consultation through community satisfaction surveys
and processes related to infrastructure or planning projects at
any given point in time. Although these methods have generated
a sizeable amount of public need information in the past, there
is no formal mechanism for ongoing liaison with the public and
stakeholder groups specific to recreation and culture provision.
The Allied Arts Council and the Lethbridge Sport Council are the
closest the City has to overarching organizations representing
the culture and recreation communities respectively, but these
organizations do not seem to have complete buy-in from all
related stakeholders and there are some areas that are not
represented such as spontaneous/drop-in recreation and
leisure/wellness activities.
Provision of needed programs where a partnership approach
is not available. The current approach to service delivery,
although effective, centres around the bias and interests of local
volunteer groups. For example, minor hockey concentrates on
the provision of opportunities for youth to play hockey. If a need
is identified for fun team hockey (a less competitive version of
the sport), minor hockey may not be interested and/or willing to
respond to the need.
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Support for partner organizations. The City currently partners
with a number of non-profit and private organizations in the
delivery of recreation and culture services. The City relies on
its partners to provide needed programs. The City does offer
support to these groups related to Board development and
promotions and marketing, but a number of groups indicated a
need for further support. Groups cited a number of challenges
including lack of suitable facilities; funding; marketing and
promotions; and volunteer and staff recruitment. Groups stated
that the City could further support them primarily through the
provision of new/upgraded facilities or through improved access
to existing facilities.

Promotions and marketing of recreation and culture. Establishing
political support for recreation and culture will lead to sustained
and increase investment, enhanced community buy-in and
increased overall participation in recreation and culture
activities. Eighty percent (80%) and 91% of residents believe
that culture and recreation respectively are important to quality
of life. At least 80% utilize recreation and culture facilities.
Although this is positive, these statistics also relate that 10%
don’t believe the importance of culture to quality of life; 3%
don’t believe the importance of recreation to quality of life.
From the household survey even the most used/visited facility
was not used by 20% of households (ENMAX Centre); ninetyeight percent did not use the lawn bowling green.

Partner relations. As the City currently is engaged in a number of
partnerships in the delivery of recreation and culture services,
the relationship between it and the partner groups is integral in
ensuring success. The ongoing process of relationship building
is an important and evolving aspect of service provision as is
determining the effectiveness of the current delivery model in
meeting community needs. Although ongoing and enhanced
investment in relationship building is paramount, the potential
of instituting performances measures for fee-for-service
agreements and other partnerships could help define system
effectiveness, feed promotions and marketing efforts of the City
in relating the benefits of recreation and culture services and
standardize expectations of all involved.

An enhanced community image of recreation and culture
services must occur through drawing cross-sectoral support
(health care, education, justice/crime prevention, social
services) as well as improved public perception. Social
marketing is an important consideration in enhanced public
perception of recreation and culture, justifying current and
future investment and hopefully increasing overall participation
in recreation and culture activities so that the cost and benefits
of recreation and culture can be further enhanced in the City. The
City currently promotes recreation and culture opportunities,
in support of its delivery partners, through the Recreation and
Culture Guide, the City’s website and other means.

Volunteerism in the city. Volunteerism is changing. Volunteers
are pursuing opportunities that provide mutual benefit, offer
work related skills and provide are episodic, self-serving and
discrete in nature. Currently, 43% of residents claim that they
volunteer yet many of the groups consulted indicated a major
issue they deal with is volunteer attraction and retention. In
many municipalities, reliance on volunteers and the benefits of
volunteerism (community connectedness, public cost savings,
etc.) have motivated publicly sponsored volunteer management.
Volunteer Lethbridge is an example of this however the scope of
this organization is beyond solely recreation and culture.

Sport, recreation, culture and heritage tourism. Currently sport,
recreation and culture tourism is the purview of the Lethbridge
Sport Council (Sport Bid Committee), Chinook Country Tourist
Association, the City of Lethbridge, the Allied Arts Council,
SAAG, and other community stakeholders. Eighty percent of
respondents believe that culture contributes a great deal or
fair amount to the local economy; 85% believe that recreation
contributes a great deal or a fair amount to the local economy.
The economic impact information generated through the efforts
of the Lethbridge Sport Council (STEAM reports) suggest that
this impact is significant.
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3.2. Gap Analysis—Overall Recreation
and Culture Infrastructure
Although the City utilizes partnerships in the delivery of recreation
and culture services and facilities, in most cases the City owns
the facilities in which opportunities are offered. This poses a
number of considerations that the City must think about when
planning for future service provision in terms of maintaining
existing infrastructure as well as building new infrastructure.
Maintaining existing facilities requires annual repairs and
maintenance planning, a practice in which the City currently
participates and budgets approximately 2% of infrastructure
replacement value to do so. Another aspect to recreation and
culture infrastructure provision is the concept of amenity
refreshment. This concept has to do with the programming of
facilities and can include modernization of facility amenities
(family change rooms in swimming pools, off-gender change
rooms in arenas, etc.) or changing facility features (switching
leisure amenities in swimming pools or parks areas). This
concept is practiced for recreation and culture facilities in the
City’s inventory.
As the City’s fleet of facilities is ageing, the City will have to
decide whether or not to invest in ageing facilities, repurpose
ageing facilities or decommission ageing facilities. The City’s
current approach to determine strategic action related to
infrastructure centre around the concept of the Facility
Condition Index (FCI). This approach is common for many public
organizations and equates to the percentage of the cost of
necessary upgrades related to overall facility replacement
costs. Although this approach can be effective, it may be
misleading as it does not account for the functionality of the
infrastructure in meeting modern programming needs. For
instance, a swimming pool built 40 years ago did not include
the leisure amenity focus that many of today’s modern pools

do. Although the FCI may relate that further investment in the
facility is warranted, when considering the overall effectiveness
of the facility in meeting program needs, the investment may
not be justified. For this reason, a combination of FCI and Facility
Program Index (FPI) has been implemented. FPI is combined
with FCI to relate a more complete picture of facility status and
leads to a Facility Quality Index (FQI) which, in turn, is utilized to
provide strategic direction related to investing in, repurposing or
decommissioning facilities.
When contemplating the development of new recreation and
culture facilities, in an ideal world all the various types of
infrastructure demanded by residents would be built and
operated; thereby further benefiting the community through
enhanced recreation and culture opportunities. Since resource
constraints do not allow this to occur, the City must prioritize
needed projects so that they can occur as resources permit.
In prioritizing there are a number of criteria that must be
considered, the most important being community demands.
For the purposes of this Master Plan, community priorities
have been determined through the various forms of research
including:
»» Household Survey;
»» Stakeholder Group Consultation (survey & interviews);
»» Other Public Input (web survey/public events);
»» Municipal Comparatives;
»» Population Growth/Utilization;
»» Industry Trends; and
»» Previous Studies Input.
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Residents identified the primary criteria that the City should
use when prioritizing several infrastructure projects. A focus
on families (58% rated it as very important 26% somewhat
important); focus on youth (48% very important and 34%
somewhat important); greatest number of participants (46% very
important; 30% somewhat important); and multi-use capability
(44% very important; 33% somewhat important) were the main
project prioritization criteria residents identified through the
telephone survey.
Although community priorities are a good indication of what the
city needs, there are no internal considerations incorporated.
Considerations such as available finances, life cycle of existing
facilities, current facility provision in the region, cost savings
through partnerships and others. These internal considerations
aid in determining true project rankings considering all pertinent
information for strategic decision making. Using a weighted
average approach, the criteria that should be considered prior to
ranking potential projects include:
1. Community demand (community priorities)—top priorities
receive higher scoring;
2. Conformance with City strategic direction—projects in line
with City planning receive higher scoring;
3. Current provision in the region—projects that add new
facilities to the region receive higher scoring;

5. Public accessibility to project—projects that are available to
the larger portions of the public receive higher scoring;
6. Economic impact of project—projects that have higher
expected economic impact receive higher scoring;
7. Cost savings through partnerships/grants—projects that
involve external funding sources receive higher scoring;
8. Overall capital cost of project relative to others being
contemplated (ROI)—projects that have lower capital
costs relative to others being contemplate receive higher
scoring; and
9. Overall operating cost of project—projects that have lower
operating costs receive higher scoring;
Funding sources for future recreation and culture projects will
drive service delivery. Due to the deteriorating (proportionately)
investment from other levels of government, increase
demands for infrastructure and service and increased costs
of construction, municipalities have been forced to find new
sources of funding for recreation and culture service provision.
A new concept in funding recreation and culture is through
sponsorships. Although sponsorships such as rink boards
and facility naming are already utilized by the City, there are a
number of other assets that could be valuable to sponsors that
are not fully marketed.

4. Life span of existing facilities—projects that involve amenities
that already exist in the community receive higher scoring if
existing facility are at or near the end of useful life;
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3.3 GAP Analysis—Programs and
Opportunities
Although approach on how programs are delivered is discussed
in earlier sections, the following list of desired programs and
opportunities has been developed based on the research
conducted. Delivery responsibility for these desired programs
and opportunities is not assumed to be the sole responsibility
of the City of Lethbridge. The following represent programs/
opportunities within the city:
»» Programs that ensure accessibility to recreation and culture
opportunities for low income residents;
»» Opportunities that allow for spontaneous, drop-in recreation
and culture activities for all ages;
»» Programs that focus on utilizing recreation and culture
pursuits to promote social inclusion;
»» Broader public programs focused on general fitness/
wellness;
»» Broader public programs focused on nutrition and healthy
choices;
»» The integration, where possible, of pertinent stages of the
Sport For Life Strategy;
»» Outdoor programming for youth, promoting interaction and
“building a relationship” between youth and the outdoors;
»» Programs offered to school aged children during the
afterschool time period (3pm–6pm);
»» Arts and culture programming, both scheduled and
spontaneous in nature, including arts and crafts,
performance and visual arts and music; and
»» The continuation of traditional team sport offerings for all
age groups.
The public spoke about the need for improved public awareness/
advertising/promotion for program offerings. Cost was also cited
as an issue. Specifically for recreation programming residents
indicated that improved hours of operation were needed for
programs.
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IV

Strategic Direction: Service Delivery

The City of Lethbridge facilitates recreation and culture service
provision in a number of unique and effective ways. The City
owns the majority of public recreation and culture infrastructure
and is responsible for significant maintenance and capital
reinvestment and/or development of facilities and spaces. The
City has a number of fee-for-service agreements in place (16)
that enable the City to pursue necessary services indirectly
through non-profit partner groups. These fee-for-service
arrangements are related to the provision of services that the
City would provide directly if no delivery partners were available.
The City also has a contract with a private sector agency to
operate facilities and programs on behalf of the City for an
agreed upon price. Furthermore, the City has a number of other
agreements in place with community organizations that provide
valuable recreation and culture opportunities to residents.

Allied Arts
Council

Although the City owns and maintains recreation and culture
facilities and spaces, it is not immersed in the direct programming
of these facilities. The function of the Department of Recreation
and Culture is therefore primarily based upon infrastructure
planning and management; general recreation and culture
oversight through the negotiation and management of the
various agreements it has with non-profit and private delivery
agents. This situation is unique in many ways compared to
other municipal counterparts. Thus far it has proven to be both
effective and efficient in delivering service to residents.
To help the City identify with the recreation and culture
communities, the City also partners with two over arching
organizations: the Lethbridge Sport Council and the Allied Arts
Council. These two organizations represent many (although not
all) of the recreation and culture organizations and communities
in the city and, through fee-for-service arrangements, ensure that
the City is in communication with each community respectively.

City of Lethbridge
Recreation and
Culture Department

Non-Profit and
Private Delivery
Agents

Lethbridge
Sport Council

Non-Profit and
Private Delivery
Agents
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4.1 Policy implementation and
community-wide strategies
The City’s current approach to recreation and culture service
delivery has been proven to be effective. Three-quarters (75%)
of city households are either “very satisfied” or “somewhat
satisfied” with the availability of cultural programs and services
currently offered in Lethbridge. Approximately three-quarters
(74%) of households are “very satisfied” or “somewhat satisfied”
with the availability of recreational programs and services.
The approach utilizes partnerships in delivery, a key trend in
municipal recreation and culture provision, and encourages
community building and citizenship through volunteer
involvement.
While the City’s current approach is effective and efficient,
throughout the research conducted in developing this Master
Plan, a number of potential improvements were identified.
A structural overhaul is neither needed nor desired, which
means that the recommended changes should be considered
as enhancements or adjustments. These enhancements are
described in the following sections which are intended to
correspond to different aspects of the City’s future involvement
in recreation and culture service delivery.

One of the key findings of the consultation process was the
importance of person-to-person relationships in doing business
with the City of Lethbridge. This approach has its strengths — it
offers flexibility and informality, and many of those interviewed
praised the City for its openness and willingness to meet with
various groups and discuss issues. This relationship-based way
of doing business is sometimes (but not always) reactive, which
is understandable given staff capacity limitations at the City.
The main point is that there is a strong community culture of
doing business on a personal informal basis.
The following discussion related to policy and implementation,
and strategy development, are meant to provoke thought
regarding the structure of the recreation and culture delivery
system. Overarching policies and strategies will ultimately
position the City, and its many delivery partners, to further
understand the strategic intent behind service provision; align
expectations of all stakeholders and provide transparency; and,
promote equity amongst valued non-profit and private partners
as well as the general public.
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4.1.1 Areas for community-wide strategy
development and implementation
The preparation of whole community strategies related to
recreation and culture can serve a number of purposes.
Strategic documents can position the City’s expected outcomes
for service delivery, can help to align the vision of the City and
its partners within recreation and culture (as well as other
sectors), and can outline the roles and responsibilities of all
stakeholders in achieving common goals.

the overall recreation and culture delivery system in the City and
improve overall resident quality of life could include, but should
not be limited to:

The City has developed an Active Living Strategy, through a
partnership called the Healthy Communities Association of
Lethbridge. The Active Community Strategy is a great example
of a community-wide approach of achieving commonly identified
outcomes involving stakeholders external to the City including the
Be Fit For Life Centre, Alberta Health Services, the Lethbridge Sport
Council and internal representatives from the City.

»» Sports field strategy; and

»» Volunteer strategy;
»» Children’s play strategy;
»» Tourism strategy (or Tourism Master Plan);

This Master Plan outlines the City’s strategic rationale for, and
approach to, recreation and culture service delivery. Although
this Plan considers stakeholders from other sectors such as
education, health and justice, representatives from these other
sectors were not actively involved in Plan development, nor
should they have been. The development of communitywide strategies will allow the City to look further into specific
outcome areas and engage and collaborate with other
stakeholders from within the sector and beyond to achieve
overall community outcomes. An approach to cross-sectoral
collaboration and the associated benefits of doing so are
discussed in detail in following sections of the Plan. Areas where
community-wide strategies would help enhance and strengthen

»» Creative industries strategy.
Although these areas of strategic interest are at the forefront in
today’s society, there will be other areas of service that require
attention as the City evolves. The approach to community-wide
strategy development, involving key community stakeholders
(regardless of the sector they represent), will further the agenda
of recreation and culture services in the City. The approach
will also ensure that public investment in these types of
services is optimized. In many cases, the City will need to be the
coordinator of strategy development but investment from other
stakeholders is also very likely to occur or should occur.
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Key initiatives for community-wide strategy
development and implementation:
»» Develop community-wide strategies to achieve
desired recreation and culture service delivery
outcomes in collaboration with key community
stakeholders regardless of the sector they
represent (e.g. health and wellness, education,
justice, social services, etc.)

4.1.2 Areas for policy development and
implementation
There are a number of areas where the City and its service
providers could be better served through the development of
policies that provide clear guidelines for service delivery and
facility access. Policies in these specific areas are observed
in other jurisdictions and have proven beneficial in creating
transparency and equity as well as outlining the expectations of
the City. These areas include, but are not limited to the following:
Fees and charges: This policy area pertains to cost recovery
guidelines. At the moment, fees and charges are set by the
City with little to guide them regarding expected cost recovery
amounts from the organizations. While there should not be
a “one size fits all” type of policy implemented (because
different organizational types have widely different business,
financial and social development needs), there should be
a City philosophy for cost recovery developed according
to organizational type. The philosophy should be applied
consistently.
Facility use: Guidelines as to acceptable facility uses should be
developed so that spaces are used for their intended purposes
and building operators are protected from arbitrary decisions
around use from other stakeholders.
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Facility maintenance and occupancy costs: One area that
appeared as a point of concern during the consultations was
differences between the various organizations and organization
types with regard to facility maintenance and occupancy costs
(e.g. utilities). A policy surrounding the costs the City will cover
for City-owned buildings should be developed. Although it
may not be realistic to deal with each and every organization
individually, the City could develop a schedule of what the City
will and will not pay for on the basis of organization type (i.e.
heritage/museum/gallery, arts programming, performing arts,
arenas, etc.).
Sponsorship: Sponsorships are a growing source of funding
for not-for-profit institutions and municipalities. There
are sponsorship deals that can be made between service
organizations and the sponsors that do not impact the City
(i.e. an educational program sponsorship). There are, however,
others that may have an effect, such as building naming
rights or the like. In this latter case the City needs a policy to
determine what is acceptable.

Ice and field allocation: The allocation of rental facilities, such
as ice arenas and field facilities, effects a variety of local user
groups offering different programs for different ages. Ideal
facility rental times (typically 6pm – 9pm weekday evenings)
are rare and sought after. Having an ice and field allocation
policy would outline how groups are able to access facilities and
ensure that the allocation of ideal and non-ideal rental times is
coordinated through a fair and transparent process.
The aforementioned potential policy areas are a sample of
how increased structure could be put in place regarding the
City’s approach to recreation and culture service delivery. The
benefits of doing so would enhance transparency and outline
clear expectations of the City and ultimately improve service
provision.

Key initiatives for policy development and implementation:

Rental: The City owns many of the facilities out of which recreation
and cultural services are delivered. Some organizations rely
on earned revenues from facility rentals (i.e. rentals are an
important revenue source for the SAAG). The types and extent
of rental events should be clarified in City policy with a clear
understanding regarding the organizations or activities that are
acceptable as tenants.
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»» Develop policies including, but not limited to, those
mentioned in order to enhance the structure of,
and strengthen, the existing recreation and culture
service delivery system.

4.2 Promotions and social marketing
Recreation and culture opportunities are provided and
facilitated by the City of Lethbridge because these services
enhance the quality of life of both residents and visitors.
Ninety-one percent (91%) of City households agree that
recreation is important to their quality of life — 80% agree that
culture is important to their quality of life. The many benefits of
recreation and culture are apparent to all who participate, are
proven and well documented, but may not be commonly shared
by the entire community. As such, the promotion of recreation
and culture and the justification for public support must be
stated and reinforced on an ongoing basis and shared with all
stakeholders so that a common awareness of the importance
of these essential services is understood.

According to some residents and groups, increased awareness
of opportunities is required. A number of comments from both
the household and group surveys indicated a need for enhanced
awareness of existing recreation and culture opportunities.

Building community buy-in and political support for recreation
and culture services is key to optimizing the use of facilities,
increasing overall activity participation and maximizing the
community benefits of recreation and culture participation.
Strong, positive public and political opinion of recreation and
culture will also ensure sustained investment and future
development of recreation and culture projects (and overall
community quality of life).

Although the City does promote recreation and culture opportunities,
enhanced promotion of, and justification for, these opportunities in
the city will generate higher levels of participation and strengthen
the case for overall community support. The current level of
recreation and culture facility utilization in the city is significant,
with facilities such as the ENMAX Centre being utilized by 80% of
households, indoor pools being utilized by 68%, or the Galt Museum
& Archives being utilized by 64% of households at least once over
the past 12 months. There is opportunity at all facilities to increase
utilization and community impact. Event attendance by residents
is also significant with 70% claiming attendance at special events
and 59% at culture and heritage events. Enhanced awareness
of the benefits of recreation and culture can drive increased
participation, pushing participation to higher levels as well as gain
interest in volunteerism or justification for sustainable funding for
enhancing and sustaining recreation and culture services.

The City currently promotes recreation and culture opportunities
through a number of means. The current approach to promoting
recreation and culture is limited in regards to focusing on
broader benefits messaging and the potential enrichment of
participation to the individual and community. Current efforts
focus on creating awareness of programs and opportunities
offered by partner groups (Recreation and Culture Guide).

Although the role of promoting recreation and culture opportunities
and the benefits of participation is not solely the responsibility
of the City, the Department is looked upon to provide a collective
list of opportunities and activities to represent its many delivery
partners. The City currently utilizes its corporate website, social
media tools, and the Recreation and Culture Guide to promote
the many different recreation and culture opportunities and
facilities in the City.
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First and foremost, sustaining and enhancing existing efforts
in regards to recreation and culture promotion will increase
participation by city/regional residents and visitors alike. It is
not uncommon for a community’s residents to be unaware of
the complete portfolio of recreation and culture opportunities
available. About 7% of residents claimed that the reason why
members of their household do not participate in recreation
activities was that they were unaware of opportunities; this was
slightly increased to 9% for culture opportunities. Higher levels of
awareness will help the City and its residents realize even more
of the many benefits that physical activity, creativity and nature
offer. Increased awareness will also lead to greater participation
and sustainability of recreation and culture facilities and
programs due to enhanced usage and associated user fees.
Exposure/traffic based revenue streams such as sponsorship
and retailing will also have greater potential.
Recreation and culture services in the City of Lethbridge, as in
other municipalities, are just one of many municipal services
offered to residents and visitors in communities. As this is the
case, and due to declining support for recreation and culture
services from senior levels of government (reduction of available
grant programs for example), justification for sustained and
increased funding for recreation and culture service provision
must be developed and shared to further the overall agenda for
recreation and culture in the City (and throughout the Province).
However well intentioned, it can be relatively easy to divert
significant amounts of resources from municipal recreation and
culture budgets to budgets related to other issues or concerns.
On a sustained basis this can put the municipality “behind”
resulting in increasingly more and more public pressure to “catch
up” when meeting demands for recreation and culture facilities
and services.
A key element in promoting recreation and culture benefits in
the City is to “tell the stories” of existing participants and outline
the benefits they have realized from participating in recreation
and culture pursuits. These stories, and related measurable

benefits, will form the key messages with the goal of increased
participation and further public, non-profit and private support.
Inherent in these stories is the identification of the recreation
and culture opportunities and quality of experiences available in
the City of Lethbridge.
Other key information that will build the case for both participation
and support could be both local and provincial/national in scope
(depending on availability) and could include:
» » Overall public support and participation demonstrated
through statistically reliable public engagement activities
such as telephone or mail out surveys — as has been
compiled in this Master Plan process. (Ideally it will be based
on time-series data and involve facilitation of a periodic
recreation and culture survey.);
»» Participation statistics from local recreation and culture
programs, facility memberships and usage statistics, etc.
which could equate to annually measured indices (% of
population participating) or special community participation
challenges. This information could even become part of
the performance measures for partner groups and should
become key aspects of ongoing planning efforts;
»» Recreation and culture focused research from within the
province and beyond from sources such as the Alberta
Recreation and Parks Association, Alberta Centre for Active
Living, and the Leisure Information Network;
»» Estimates of the positive economic impact of recreation and
culture in the community including non-local spending (as is
being collected for sporting events by the Lethbridge Sport
Council); impact of recreation, culture and parks amenities
on adjacent property values; and estimated reduction of
health and crime prevention costs (reduction of anti-social
and self-destructive behaviours); and
»» Support information/messaging from external, but
related, sectors such as health services, crime prevention,
education, social services, business and economic
development.
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Collecting this information will require collaboration from local
partner groups (annual reporting of participation numbers),
stakeholders from other sectors such as health care, education,
crime prevention and social services, and investment in generating,
and collecting ongoing, time-series public sentiment on
recreation and culture in the community.
As initial and revised key messages are developed, delivering
them to pertinent stakeholders (residents, potential funding
agencies, etc.) should be outlined in a detailed recreation and
culture marketing and communications plan. The plan would
provide an overview of message delivery media, key message
development and reassessment, annual budget allotments,
and an assessment tool to measure the effectiveness of
promotional efforts. Inherent in this Plan would be the branding
of the City’s Recreation and Culture Department as the
coordinator, yet not the only provider, of recreation and culture
opportunities and benefits in the City. Establishing a brand and
awareness/association with the implementation and initiatives
evolving from this Master Plan is also important as it would
relate to audiences that the Plan is being implemented and
that community direction and input taken during Master Plan
development was valued and utilized.

Key initiatives for promotions and social marketing:
»» Develop a recreation and culture marketing and
communications plan;
»» Develop a brand and associated awareness for the
Recreation and Culture Department;
»» Expand existing promotional efforts to increase
impact and include benefits messaging;
»» Collect information regarding key messages
(participant testimonials, industry publications,
cross-sectoral research) on an ongoing basis; and
»» Ensure that initiatives evolving from the Master
Plan are branded as such.

Although the development of a recreation and culture marketing
and communications plan would describe potential media
to be utilized, some potential mediums are: local newspaper
and television media, the City’s website (as well as websites
of affiliate stakeholders), social media (such as Facebook or
Twitter), and signage throughout the community (many of which
are already utilized by the City in public messaging and event
promotion). Determinants of media effectiveness should be
collected, potentially through point of purchase/participation,
random public and/or recreation and culture facility exit surveys
(e.g. do you know that recreation and culture are beneficial to
your health? How did you find out about this opportunity? etc.).
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4.3 Community liaison
“Through mutual benefit, The City agrees to supply desirable
and/or necessary services to the community to ensure a
vibrant sport and recreation delivery system.”

Currently the City liaises with the community through direct
consultation (related to specific planning projects), through
direct public feedback (primarily reactionary), and through
two overarching organizations: the Allied Arts Council and
Lethbridge Sport Council, as well as directly with specific
partner groups and organizations.
The Allied Arts Council (AAC) has been in existence since 1958
and is a highly successful and effective organization — and in
many respects a model for arts councils around the country to
emulate. The AAC has a fee-for-service arrangement with the
City to “…represent artists and arts organizations in the City of
Lethbridge with a mandate to foster the arts environment in the
community through arts promotion, coordination, facilitation
and advocacy…” Its other fee-for-service responsibility is
operating the Bowman Arts Centre (and the Community Arts
Centre once in operation).
While the AAC mandate covers artists and arts organizations,
it is important to note that all cultural organizations, whether
members of the AAC or not, have access to City personnel on a
person-to-person basis. Channels are both formal and informal,
but City staff do work with organization staffs individually as
well as through an overarching organization such as the AAC.
The Lethbridge Sport Council (LSC) was established in 2008.
The LSC also has a fee-for-service agreement with the City
through which it is mandated to “…support and maintain
a healthy and sustainable sport delivery system…” As the
organization is still somewhat new to the community (<5 years)
it is building relationships with various sports groups and is
constantly enhancing its ability to meet its overall objectives.
As the LSC is meant to represent the sports community in
the City, its focus is on organized and individual sport. In the
wording of the agreement between the City and the LSC, the
City’s overall intent is defined as follows:

Regarding broader communication with the City’s residents
and groups, the City currently facilitates an annual community
satisfaction survey. Although recreation and culture services
are touched upon, the potential to create more detailed
time-series data regarding recreation and culture participation,
perceived benefit, satisfaction, and so on, would enable
the Department to better understand its clients; measure
the effectiveness of Master Plan implementation and other
department activities; and establish ongoing interest in
continual improvement of recreation and culture services.
Although not common, there are examples of cities (such as the
City of Saskatoon1) and other levels of government (Province
of Alberta2) that have developed ongoing community surveys
related to recreation and culture participation and associated
trends. If the City were to implement a similar approach, it would
provide value in a number of ways:
»»

Enhanced ability of the City (in association with its
overarching organizations) to monitor resident preferences
and local trends related to recreation and culture
participation, satisfaction and priority;

»»

Enable the City to update the public input components of
this Recreation and Culture Master Plan;

»»

Provide ongoing awareness and enhanced public and
political advocacy for recreation and culture services, and;

»»

Provide statistically reliable sources of information for
public messaging and social marketing related to recreation
and culture services.

1. The City of Saskatoon facilitates a “Leisure Survey” every five years.
2. The Province of Alberta facilitates the “Alberta Recreation Survey”
every four years.
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The City could also implement ongoing communications protocol
with volunteer groups and delivery agents in the community.
This could take the form of a formal survey (similar to the
one facilitated during the development of this Master Plan),
a conference or symposium for delivery partners, or an online
forum allowing volunteers and delivery groups to communicate
with the City.

Key initiatives for community liaison:
»» Administer a community recreation and culture
household survey every five years;
»» Host a conference/symposium of representatives
from partner groups, the volunteer community and
the City; and
»» Establish an online forum for discussion related to
recreation and culture for ongoing dialogue between
the City, partner groups, and the public.

Community and Stakeholder Liaison
Attitude of constant improvement,
Valued community input

Ongoing Recreation
and Culture
Household Survey

City of Lethbridge
Recreation and
Culture Department

Ongoing Conversation
With Volunteers
and Delivery Agents

Needed support,
trends, priorities

Preferences, priorities, trends
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4.4 Partnership framework
Partnerships are becoming more prevalent in the provision
of public recreation and culture services due to a number of
factors including declining funding support from government,
increasing demands for recreation and culture opportunities
and increasing pressure on delivery agents (public and
non-profit) to achieve higher levels of operational cost recovery.
The City of Lethbridge is an innovator in regards to utilizing
partnerships to deliver recreation and culture facilities and
services. The City utilizes fee-for-service arrangements (16
fee-for-service agreements are currently in place), leases and
contracts to formalize the partnerships it has in place with
non-profit and private delivery agents. Ninety-two percent (92%)
of residents either “strongly” or “somewhat” agree that the
City should provide recreation and culture services through
partnerships with community groups. The City is currently
engaged in a number of partnerships including:

In Lethbridge, partnerships lead to the efficient use of public
funds in the provision of recreation and culture infrastructure
and services. They can build community cohesion and
engagement and can help attract external funding into a
community. The City has a number of successful partnerships
already in place. Strategic directions and initiatives regarding
the City’s capacity to build and nurture existing and new
partnerships are presented throughout this Master Plan.

A. Fee-for-service arrangements with service providers who
deliver recreation and culture opportunities on behalf of the
City for service which the City would provide directly if no
partnerships were available;
B. Lease agreements with delivery agents who deliver
recreation and culture opportunities on City land or in
City-owned facilities;
C. Contracted service agreements with non-profit and private
sector delivery agents who deliver recreation and culture
opportunities on the City’s behalf;
D. Sponsorship agreements with non-profit and/or private
sector organizations that utilize City-owned and operated
recreation and culture facilities as a medium for advertising
and target market exposure; and
E. Various other agreements and memorandums of
understanding with other service providers within the
recreation and culture sector and beyond (education,
health, and the University of Lethbridge).
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4.4.1 Enhanced partner group support
the first aspect to partner groups support must be in building
relationships at both a macro and micro level.

As stated previously the City of Lethbridge partners with
a variety of groups (non-profit and private) in the delivery
of recreation and culture services to its residents. These
partnerships take various forms and are essential to the City in
providing the current level of service experienced by residents.
Whether it is a fee-for-service agreement, contracted service
agreement, lease or other form of arrangement, the City
recognizes the importance of its partners and supports them
in meeting respective program goals in a number of different
ways.
When groups were asked about the existing challenges they
face, many suggested that increased access to facilities
would enable them to further meet their program goals. Other
challenges included ongoing requirements for fundraising;
promotions and marketing of opportunities to existing and
prospective participants; and the recruitment and retention
of volunteers. Currently the City provides assistance to
groups in promoting opportunities, Board development, business
and sustainability planning and identifying sources of funding
available (grants, sponsorships, etc.). Despite the importance
of providing partner groups these services, a key contributor to
the successful implementation of recreation and culture service
delivery partnerships is the relationships that surround both the
City and its perspectives but also the partner group or agency.
Without strong relationships, partnerships are at risk of not
being as efficient and effective as possible. For this reason,

Emerging Groups
(Newly formed, not highly
sophisticated, unaware of
support available)

Many of the existing arrangements in place have a level of
prescribed interaction, such as City representatives attending
partner meetings or partner representatives formally reporting
annual progress to the City. Although these are important
macro level relationships, building rapport between City staff
and individuals involved in partner organizations is equally
important in ensuring trust, open lines of communication
and genuine interest in meeting mutual program goals.
Relationships are not always easy to build, with many of the
required ingredients involving time and authenticity. Many
of the City’s existing partnerships enjoy positive, fruitful and
open relationships. This practice must continue regardless of
staff and/or partner turnover. As such, they will require ongoing
investment in intangible relationship building and associated
time spent doing so. Although personal and organizational
relationships are key to successful partners, it is also paramount
for the City to treat groups equitably, not necessarily equally,
in providing different types of assistance and support. Although
tradition has dictated perceived inequity in some of the existing
agreements the City has in place with groups, the discrepancy
is in fact a product of societal values and the differing levels of
maturity or evolution amongst the partner groups. The different
stages of a delivery groups’ evolution are simply described as
follows:

Mature Groups
(Established participant base, self
sufficient, strong volunteer base, have
business plan and goals)
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Declining Groups
(Decreasing participation, diminished
volunteer base)

It is important to realize that not all partner groups are the
same. Partner groups can be categorized based on their
longevity of offering a program or service, level of operational
sustainability and autonomy from public support and level of
public interest in a specific activity and/or program. There are
generally three types of partner groups a municipality can
become engaged in partnerships with: 1) emerging 2) mature
and 3) declining; each category requiring different types and
levels of assistance.
The City’s community group support services include assistance
with Board development, grant writing and fundraising,
strategic planning, and overall activity promotion. The
relationship the City has with local delivery agents (non-profit,
private and/or volunteer groups) can take the form of fee-forservice agreements, contracted service agreements and other
types of leases and arrangements. These agreements vary in
nature and scope and make up a sophisticated and effective
approach to delivering recreation and culture opportunities to
residents that promotes quality and variety of opportunity. The
City is cognizant that the level of recreation and culture service
provided to residents for the public funding allotted would not be
achievable without the help of its delivery partners. The variance
in complexity and responsibility associated with each type of
partnership the City is engaged in can begin to be categorized
into the partnership framework outlined previously (level one,
two, three or four relationships) and with different types of
groups (emerging, mature and declining).
It is also important to realize that the overarching organizations
(AAC and LSC) provide group support services as well. Therefore
there is a critical need to formalize and coordinate the offering
of support to partner groups from the City and its overarching
organization partners.

A transparent protocol for dealing with partners that outlines
roles and responsibilities and the expectations placed on public
investment and the collective support services offered to
partner groups would ensure open and equitable treatment of
all partners. Due to a variety of factors the interaction between
the City and community groups need not be identical but it
should be equitable (fair, reasonable). In building the protocol
for dealing with groups, the City must develop an understanding
of the resources that can be leveraged to assist partner groups
at different stages of their evolution. Conducting an analysis
to identify what tasks and functions partner groups are most
challenged with and how the City can potentially assist is vital.
Ongoing communications with groups, as discussed in earlier
sections of this Plan, is thus also very important.
Although the City currently supports delivery partners in a
variety of ways, it could expand its role in providing support
for, and engaging in additional, formal partnerships with
community volunteer groups that are interested in the provision
of publicly accessible recreation and culture opportunities. (By
communicating on a consistent basis with volunteer recreation
and culture delivery partner groups, the City is, and will continue
to be able to identify areas where volunteer groups require
support.) This will afford the City the ability to assist groups
regardless of their state of evolution, leading to sustained
program provision for both city residents and visitors. This
communication, some of which is already occurring, will also
enable local groups to fully understand the resources the
City is willing to provide to help them achieve their program
delivery goals.
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Training for partner groups could enhance the quality of
service provided and enrich the City’s volunteer base. For
example, High Five® training for front line staff dealing with
children or fundraising seminars provided in partnership
with the Association of Fundraising Professionals, would
provide value for groups; increase the sustainability of
groups; and enhance the product experienced by residents.
Training would require investment and coordination and
could be delivered by the City or its overarching organization
partners. Training for service providers could be included in the
performance measures for groups and would provide a level of
quality assurance for City-sponsored programs.
Providing opportunities for groups to interact and collectively
share thoughts, ideas and challenges with each other is another
way the City can provide support to groups. Information sharing
and camaraderie amongst service provision partners would
also help strengthen the overall delivery system and create
enhanced cohesion in the recreation and culture communities.
Hosting a conference or symposium for partner groups, and the
broader volunteer community (as discussed in other sections
of the Plan) would provide a medium for information sharing and
camaraderie to occur as would initiatives such as a web based
forum/blog or similar web based communication tool.

Key initiatives for enhanced partner group support:
»» Invest sufficient staff time and resources for
building partner relations and supporting partner
sustainability and quality assurance;
»» Develop a group support handbook outlining the
group evolution concept and supports available
from the City and/or its overarching organization
partners for group assistance; and
»» Assess ways and means to communicate with and
provide support to partner groups and enhance
where required.

4.4.2 Performance measurement
Investing public funds in a recreation and culture delivery system
that is reliant upon partnerships for providing recreation and
culture services, yet is not under the direct control of City
staff, requires open communication and a collective thorough
understanding of the desired goals, objectives and expectations
of all stakeholders.
Although desired outcomes/expectations are outlined in many
fee-for-service agreements and other agreements the City has in
place with partner groups, more defined performance measures
would align common stakeholder goals. Annual reporting on
these performance measures, as well as the current requirement
for partner financial statements, would ensure that all groups
are accountable, sustainable and effectively being accountable
for the public funding received. They would also provide a
mechanism for the City to be held accountable to its partner
groups for its role in service delivery. Renegotiation of fee-forservice agreements depends on many issues — the changing
financial situations of the parties involved, community needs,
building maintenance issues, and performance measures. Some
are quantitative, while others are qualitative.
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Performance measures should outline the expectations of the
City as well as the expectations of the partner organization. The
metrics should be developed collaboratively by both the City
and the partner group and should be assessed annually. The
consultation conducted in developing this Master Plan revealed
that some service providers — particularly the heritage and
performing arts organizations — believe that their concerns
are not fully understood by the City and this leads to difficulties
in terms of support levels and also operations. However, true
that may be, it is clear that performance measures for a sports
program body will be different from a heritage organization,
and different again from a performing arts group. While there
will be many common performance measures — number
of participants (or attendees) for example — some will be
different, so a collaborative approach will improve mutual
understanding and ensure the right degree of sensitivity in
measuring performance. It is important that the collection and
reporting of performance measures strikes a balance between
providing useful, detailed information and minimizing the
burden on already taxed volunteer driven organizations. Initial
focus should be placed on fee-for-service agreements, beginning
with those of highest dollar value first.
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Key initiatives for performance measurement for
partner arrangements:
»» In collaboration with delivery partners, develop
improved performance measurement criteria for
existing agreements in place (focusing primarily on
fee-for-service agreements); and
»» Utilize performance measurement criteria for
annual reporting.

4.4.3 Enhanced volunteer support
Volunteers are key to the sustainability of non-profit groups and
associated events and thus integral to successful partnerships
in the provision of recreation and culture services. As the nature
of volunteerism is changing, soliciting and sustaining volunteer
engagement also must change and adapt.
The City already plays a role in attracting, retaining and
rewarding volunteers through volunteer appreciation events,
and the efforts of the Volunteer Lethbridge and has adopted
a corporate philosophy that suggests volunteers are a valued
extension of municipal service provision — a philosophy that is
thriving within the City of Lethbridge. Engaged volunteers tend
to be more connected in a community and exhibit community
pride and cohesiveness. Recreation and culture services
are ideal and proven mediums for engaging residents in
volunteerism and in democratic activities. They also provide
important leadership development opportunities.
The City could be a catalyst in connecting volunteers with
recreation and culture related volunteer opportunities
associated with recreation and culture services. Developing
and maintaining an active roster of city residents willing to
volunteer for recreation and culture opportunities (indicating

their availability and interest) accompanied by a recreation and
culture volunteer opportunity needs roster (indicating groups
seeking volunteers and the nature of the opportunity) would
provide non-profit groups and events access to the volunteers
in the community and give residents outlets to get involved in
the community. Currently, a select few recreation and culture
delivery partners are already benefitting from the efforts of
Volunteer Lethbridge (such as the Lethbridge Soccer Association
and the Allied Arts Council).
It is also important to measure volunteer involvement and
overall community impacts of volunteering which could form
part of key messaging for broader communications. In engaging
more residents to volunteer, key messaging in communications
and formal volunteer recognition programs (currently offered
by Volunteer Lethbridge) can promote the merits and impacts
of volunteering. This is extremely important as a major reason
for lack of volunteer retention is lack of adequate recognition.
The City’s Recreation and Culture Department could work
more closely with Volunteer Lethbridge in achieving both
increased overall recreation and culture volunteerism level and
enhancing the level of community impact assessment currently
demonstrated.
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4.4.4 Partnership framework
Recreation and culture volunteer engagement and enrichment,
through group affiliation or not, could be enhanced through
a volunteer information sharing, recognition and capacity
building event. Such an event could be coordinated by the
Department in partnership with Volunteer Lethbridge with
content and participation provided by a combination of all City
stakeholders that rely on volunteers (e.g. social, education,
etc.). An event could be a great forum to connect volunteers to
organizations (e.g. trade show of groups seeking volunteers);
for groups to share information and best practices; for the City
to share opportunities for support, and for the collecting of
information related to key messages for recreation and culture
promotions (e.g. participation data, etc.). This forum should
be hosted in conjunction with an event for partner groups (as
almost all are volunteer driven) as described in other sections of
this Plan.
Other strategies for volunteer attraction, retention and
recognition include offering professional development
opportunities for volunteers, such as High Five® program
training, coaching certification programs and arts and
culture related specialty skill training. These professional
development opportunities would require investment and could
be delivered via the Recreation and Culture Department or
through the City’s overarching organization partners.

Key initiatives for enhanced volunteer support:

The following discussion outlines a framework for assessing
existing and future partnership opportunities in regards to
capital and operating partnership funding for recreation and
culture infrastructure.
Capital funding partnerships include a variety of iterations, one
of which is the City owning a facility and receiving support for
recreation and culture resource development through up-front
capital injection. In many cases, especially where private sector
sponsorship or regional municipal project contributions are made,
ownership still resides solely with the City and funding partners
are afforded naming rights or donor/sponsor recognition in
some form. An example of this type of partnership is employed
at Spitz Stadium.
In the case where significant capital investment is made from a
variety of different partners, joint resource ownership models
can be structured. Joint resource ownership does not currently
exist in the City of Lethbridge but does in other jurisdictions (i.e.
GO Community Centre in Edmonton or the TransAlta Tri-Leisure
Centre in Spruce Grove).
In some scenarios, ownership may not reside with the City.
However, because of the nature of the project, the City may
support an independently owned recreation resource because
of the service it provides to the community. For example, if
a facility is owned by a non-profit group that cannot afford
necessary capital improvement, the City may offer capital
support to sustain the program in the community.

»» Work with Volunteer Lethbridge to increase
connections between, and develop opportunities
for, willing volunteers and groups requiring
assistance in the recreation and culture area; and
»»

In collaboration with community organizations,
establish a volunteer information sharing event,
likely to coincide with a conference or symposium
for partner groups.
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If the City is responsible for overseeing the operations of
a facility, potential operating partnerships (e.g. a private
organization operates the City’s pools) can include private
sector sponsorship for facility spaces and regional municipal
operating cost sharing. Partnerships in regards to the allocation
of facility usage can also be struck with stakeholder groups that
can guarantee use, and related revenues, of facility spaces in
a season. In some cases, the City may choose to lease out the
operations of a City-owned facility or provide a fee-for-service
arrangement with a group to operate a facility or provide a

service on behalf of the City. These arrangements have been
proven successful in Lethbridge and entail less operational
responsibility and control by City administration. In the event
that facilities are not owned by the City, it may still provide
operational support to non-profit or even private operators if the
facility or space justifies public investment and helps the City
meet its public recreation and culture service delivery goals.
Regardless of the ownership or operating nature of the partnership,
the City’s involvement in partnerships should meet the following
broad criteria.

City Primary (City led projects)

In line with City strategic planning

Level of investment

Standards/safety compliance
Business planning

Public access
Sustainable (financial)
Sustainable (environmental)

City Secondary (Projects proposed to the
City)
The project must be in line with the City’s
The project should be in line with the
core recreation and culture services
City’s core recreation and culture services
business plan and Master Plan
business plan and Master Plan
The level of investment by other partners
If the City invests public funding in projects
must be significant enough to justify
where it is not the primary owner/operator,
involvement (see threshold considerations specific interests should be granted to the
below).
City based on the level of investment made
(see threshold considerations below).
The project must achieve City/provincial
The project should achieve City/province
standards for safety and code compliance. standards for safety and code compliance.
The project must have a formal business plan developed that outlines information
regarding prospective capital and operating costs, market information and risk
assessment (partner sustainability, program related risks, etc.).
The project must allow public access (to some determined degree). Funding will follow
“funding framework” philosophy described later in this Master Plan.
The project must be sustainable in terms of operating revenues, expenses and required
subsidy (if applicable).
The project must be developed to a predetermined level of environmental design (e.g.
LEED certification)
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»»

Realizing that these criteria are being met and will be met
to varying levels, the City can get involved in the planning,
development and operations of recreation and culture facilities
and spaces in a variety of ways driven by the most efficient and
effective use of public funds in service provision. The different
levels that the City can get involved in recreation and culture
service provision (development and operations) include:
» » Level One — The City owns, operates and is directly
responsible for recreation and culture resources. An example
would be the City’s community arenas or the Galt Museum.
»»

Level Two — The City is a major ownership and operating
partner in recreation and culture resource development. The
partnership model is based on the City having a significant
and/or equal stake in ownership and operating responsibility
with other partners. There are no examples of this in the City
currently.

Level Three — Although the City does not directly control the
resource, City administration representatives are involved
in recreation and culture resource delivery during the needs
assessment, feasibility, business planning, design and
operating stages. Level three includes facilities and sites that
are owned by the City and operated through lease agreements
or fee-for-service arrangements by delivery agencies. This also
assumes the inclusion of City residents in public consultation
programs and engagement strategies (and associated need is
demonstrated from a city resident perspective). Examples of
this type of partnership are the Southern Alberta Art Gallery or
Softball Valley. These recreation and culture services involve
providing opportunities for residents that would likely be
provided by the City if no partnership was available.

PARTNERSHIP CONTINUUM

Ownership

Planning and
Development

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

City owned and
operated

Jointly owned and
operated ( City + Partner )

Partner owned and operated
( Potentially on City Land )

Partner owned and
operated

Using the resource
development framework

Using the resource
development framework

Using the resource
development framework

Using the resource
development framework

Full public engagement

Full public engagement

Full public engagement

Process driven by
the City

Process driven by
Partnership

Process driven by
Partnership

City resident needs
considered
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No City representation
required

4.5 Usage tracking and quality control
» » Level Four — The City may provide funding for capital
and/or operations of recreation and culture resources
with delivery agencies with no City administrative
representation in recreation and culture resource delivery
during the needs assessment, feasibility, business
planning, design nor operating stages. Although there is
no involvement by City administration representatives,
a prerequisite to collaboration at this level is that City
residents are included in public consultation programs
and engagement strategies (and associated need
is demonstrated from a City resident perspective).
These arrangements could include formal agreements
with delivery agents but are regarding the provision of
opportunities to residents that the City would likely not
provide if no partnership existed.

Key initiatives for funding partnerships:
»» Utilize partnerships whenever possible in the
operations of recreation and culture infrastructure
and in the delivery of recreation and culture
programs and services; and
»» Utilize the partnership framework presented when
contemplating new partnerships/projects.

Although the City does not directly operate many of the recreation
and culture facilities it owns and/or supports, the collection
of detailed usage information (where possible) will help
Department planning, build important key messages for
social marketing efforts, benchmark participation and provide
potential elements of performance measurement for partner
groups. For some, it is also crucial information that is needed to
develop sponsorships. For this reason, and for measuring quality
and success of City supported recreation and culture facilities,
detailed usage statistics should be kept for all recreation and
culture facilities wherever possible. This is already being done
for the ice arenas and sports fields, as well as many cultural
facilities, mainly due to the rental nature inherent with many
facilities or spaces. Realizing that some recreation and culture
services, such as art viewing, special event attendance and
participation at spontaneous use recreation and culture outlets
can be hard to measure, the following measurement criteria are
proposed:
» » All rental areas including, but not limited to, ice arenas,
curling rinks, lap pools, meeting rooms and sport fields
should be presented annually on a “percent of capacity use”.
This would entail calculating a “prime time” use capacity
which would fairly relate the times where each facility is
most demanded by the public and associated facility use
during those times. For example, ice arenas have a prime
time of 5pm – 11pm week nights and 8am – 11pm weekends
during the ice season use which runs for approximately 27
weeks from October to May. In the case of outdoor facilities,
capacity assumptions based on weather should be outlined;
» » All spontaneous use areas including, but not limited
to, fitness facilities, leisure swimming, public skating
and outdoor recreation facilities (Skate Park, BMX Park,
Mountain Bike Park, etc.) could be presented through brief
user intercept surveys or strategically timed “head counts”
by City or partner staff;
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4.6 Cross-sectoral collaboration
» » While many cultural institutions gather market data as
part of regular operations, all should be required to gather
a certain minimum amount as part of capacity-building if
not already done, and they should be given assistance and
training to do so if they currently lack the ability or capacity.
This can be a performance measure; and
»» A regularly occurring household survey should be instituted
(as discussed in other sections of this Plan) to measure
broad public satisfaction, demand and utilization and
visitation of recreation and cultural resources in the
community.
Proper usage statistics allow for diligent quality control and
annual assessment and provide justification for sustaining
existing services and/or offering new services where required.
Usage statistics will also form a key component of public
messaging related to the promotions and marketing efforts
related to recreation and culture services. Keeping track of user
statistics require investment.

Key initiatives for usage tracking and quality control:
»» Establish formal protocol/requirements for usage
tracking at recreation and culture venues to
promote existing participation levels, relate to
performance measures for partner arrangements
and use them to measure ongoing successes

Building the brand, image, and importance of recreation and
culture needs to go beyond raising public awareness and gaining
political buy-in. Positioning recreation and culture services in the
context of how the related benefits impact other sectors, such as
health, justice, education, business and economic development,
and social services will further build the case for these services as
being essential. Drawing these relationships must be conducted
with partners from other sectors and must be generated from a
mutually beneficial relationships and dialogue.
Enhancing political and public affection and support for recreation
and culture services will be further achieved by connecting
benefits to issues in other sectors. Such as:
»» Recreation and culture reduce anti-social behaviour and
thus lessen the strain on justice system;
»» Recreation and culture are healthy activities and promote
and facilitate healthier lifestyles thereby decreasing costs
of health care; and
»» Recreation and culture facilities provide outlets for positive
influence in early childhood development and promote
family-based activities creating stronger families and
thereby lessening impacts on the City’s social support
system.
Studying the impacts jointly with other sectors and creating key
messages authored by affiliated but distinctly different sectors
will create increased importance of recreation and culture services
in the City and position them as essential.
The City is currently engaged in some cross-sectoral collaborative
efforts, such as the Healthy Communities Association of
Lethbridge. Independent cross-sectoral organizations such as
the Allied Arts Council are also present. Further development of
cross-sectoral relationships will only strengthen the acceptance
of recreation and culture as essential services and will also lead to
program and initiatives aimed at upstream preventative solutions
to health as opposed to downstream reactive measures currently
being implemented in many acute care cases.
Cross-sectoral collaboration will also provide expanded
opportunities to readily react to government grant applications
and ensure that provincially driven initiatives such as the
Afterschool Agenda, Social Policy Framework and others can be
capitalized upon.
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4.7 Recreation and culture programming
As the Department initiates social marketing efforts, begins to
develop usage tracking and statistics, and further develops its
brand in the community, it should look to involve stakeholders from
other sectors in key message generation and delivery. Crosssectoral information could also aid in determining higher order
key performance measures for recreation and culture services
agreements (wherever possible) and may even create an avenue
for more formal engagement by other sectors in existing fee-forservice agreements.

Key initiatives for cross-sectoral collaboration:
»» Build upon existing cross-sectoral relationships,
such as the Healthy Communities Association of
Lethbridge, which involve partnerships with health,
education, justice and other sectors;
»» When hosting an event or supporting an initiative,
explore possibilities of cross-sectoral involvement
wherever possible; and
»» Include cross-sectoral performance measures in
fee-for-service agreement where possible.

Current programming of recreation and culture opportunities
are primarily based upon self-identification by partner
groups and institutions which have a specific interest and/
or bias. For some, there is limited ability for general public
needs to be identified and reacted to as the City does not offer
direct programming. While some groups, particularly the large
institutions, are able to match programmatic offerings to
community needs, (they have specific mandates), there may be
some areas where enhancements are required. Youth-focused
programs (particularly unstructured opportunities) or programs
aimed at new arrivals exist, but are two cases in point where
enhancements may be warranted, as discussed below.
The City does, and can, play a role in program needs identification
and in prompting program and opportunity delivery by partner
groups prior to direct delivery of programs. Local sports groups,
arts and culture groups and service clubs provide programs
that respond to resident demands throughout the year. In some
cases, these non-profit program providers require both financial
and human resource assistance from the City but the groups are
primarily responsible for identifying needs, developing programs
and offering recreation and culture opportunities to City residents.
Although the City relies primarily on non-profit and private partners
to deliver most of the recreation and culture programs available
to City residents, it does provide some direct programming and
has the ability and responsibility to help identify community
programming needs. The following chart explains the program
delivery model in the City.

Program Delivery Model
Program Provision

Program Need Identified
- City of Lethbridge (Needs
Assessment, Etc)
- Community Groups

Non-Profit / Partners
*Preferred

or

City Staff

- Public Feedback

Program Support and Monitoring
Provided by the City
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4.7.1 Program priorities
As can be seen, the preferred delivery model for recreation and
culture program delivery is to have partner groups (non-profit
or private partners) be engaged in program delivery. The
identification of required programs in the community is achieved
through a combination of formal needs assessment, public
feedback and the ongoing activity of delivery groups.
Regardless of who delivers the program, it is recognized that
the City will provide some level of support as well as ongoing
monitoring/needs assessment of desired programs in the
community. This is already occurring to some degree but many
of the initiatives outlined in this Master Plan (e.g. strategic
elements related to volunteer support, partnerships and
volunteer group support) will enhance current efforts. It is
important to note that although the preferred delivery model is
to have partner groups deliver programs, the City may have to
deliver programs directly if partnerships are not available. As
an alternative, the City could enhance its arrangements with
overarching groups (LSC, AAC and a recreation representative if
available) to include program needs assessment.
Although the City is currently directly providing some recreation
and culture programs (interpretive programming at the Helen
Shuler Nature Centre, public skating at arenas, etc.), the current
model of partnered (indirect) program delivery is proving
successful and therefore does not require change. Direct
programming by City staff may be a potential mode of delivery,
but direct programming by the City’s partner organizations (AAC,
LSC, etc.) may also provide more generalized programming on
behalf of the City through existing formalized fee-for-service
arrangements.

The following presentation of future program priorities is meant
to help guide the City’s recreation and culture program provision
partners and help the City understand where financial and
human resource support should be allocated when required.
These future program priorities are not meant to insinuate
that the City will begin to directly provide programs of any
type.
That being said, if the City is to contemplate direct program
provision in the future, an important consideration in direct
delivery of programming is that of perceived or real competition
with the private sector. If any programs contemplated by the
City could potentially compete with the private sector, a first
right of refusal process may be undertaken to ensure that there
is no private or non-profit sector interest in the community to
provide such a program. This approach would ensure that the
private and non-profit sectors are given the opportunity to
participate in program delivery and would discourage the City
competing in program provision related to recreation and culture
services.
Age specific areas for focusing future recreation and culture
programs include young children, young adults and seniors.
Activities and programs sought by these groups, other than
those mentioned as follows, will surface through volunteer
organizations, secondary research or through further
consultation with group representatives.
Programming for members of the city/regional population who
are disadvantaged (either physically, mentally or financially)
should be incorporated where possible into existing program
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delivery structures. This is not to say that integration may
be possible in all scenarios, but it is to suggest that program
divisions for disadvantaged individuals may be easier to conduct
(e.g. program expertise, insurance, etc.) through current
specialized service providers/groups.

»» Outdoor programming for children and youth, promoting
interaction and “building a relationship” between children/
youth and the outdoors/nature;

Specific areas of interest, demonstrated through the research
efforts associated with this Plan, for future recreation and
culture program/opportunity emphasis should include:

» » Arts and culture programming, both scheduled and
spontaneous in nature, including arts and crafts,
performance and visual arts and music;

»» Programs that ensure accessibility to recreation and culture
opportunities for low income residents;
»» Opportunities that allow for spontaneous, drop-in recreation
and culture activities for all ages;
» » Programs that focus on utilizing recreation and culture
pursuits to promote social inclusion — a sense of
connectedness and belonging (e.g. new Canadians, etc.);
»» Broader public programs focused on general fitness/
wellness — getting more people, to be more active, more
often;

»» Programs offered to school aged children during the critical
afterschool time period (3pm – 6pm);

»» Events and programs that take advantage of the region’s
very rich aboriginal history and presence;
»» The continuation of traditional team sports for all ages
groups with greater focus on skill development;
»» Indoor programs for youth, drop-in nature — related to
recreation and culture and leadership development;
»» Programs that promote and ensure positive aging; and
»» Programs that promote intergenerational participation.

»» Broader public programs focused on nutrition and healthy
choices;
»» The integration, where possible, of pertinent stages of the
Canadian Sport for Life Strategy;
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4.7.2 Event hosting
The City already plays a role in coordinating and hosting special
events, tournaments and performances. Through existing grant
programs the City provides financial assistance to groups in
hosting sporting competitions and liaises with groups as they
plan and deliver events, tournaments and performances.

The Department should continue to support the offering of
special events in the city/region. As other community-wide
strategies related to tourism emerge, the City may have a more
active role in event attraction and hosting.

Community events build community spirit, provide a mechanism
for community connectedness and social inclusion and generate
tourism and economic activity. There is resounding support from
City residents in regards to the current level of effort the City
places on staging different types of events.

Support
for the
City Providing
Levels of SupportLevels
for theofCity
Providing
Assistance
Assistance with the Staging of the Event Types
with the Staging of the Event Types
Oppose

Cultural and Heritage
events (e.g. Canada Day,
International Peace Pow Wow, etc)

6% 4%

Neither /
Unsure

Somewhat
Support

33%

58%

Sports events (e.g.
5% 5%
Little League Nationals, etc)

36%

Special events (e.g. Air Show,
6% 5%
Street Wheelers, etc)

35%

Recreational events
(e.g. Moonlight run, etc)

13% 4%

Strongly
Support

38%

54%

54%

48%
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Key initiatives for event hosting:
»» Continue to support event hosting efforts of partner
groups

4.8 Recreation, sport, culture and
heritage tourism
Current efforts related to promoting and facilitating overall
tourism in Lethbridge are the purview of the Chinook Country
Tourism Association, the Lethbridge Sport Council, the City of
Lethbridge, the Allied Arts Council as well as other community
stakeholders.
The recreation and culture infrastructure and services
supported by the City make up a significant portion of the
tourist assets in the City. These assets are already drawing
non-local participation and associated spending in arts and
culture interpretation and performances, sporting events and
tournaments and heritage appreciation. Although tourism
is occurring to some degree, a common theme identified in
this planning process was that there is a lack of coordination
between, and consolidated effort of, all tourism stakeholders in
the City.

Recreation, sport, culture and heritage tourism related to major
provincial, national or international events can have much longer
lasting impacts in communities as well as injecting non-local
spending during an event. As well, the hosting of major sporting
events can result in lasting infrastructure and/or endowment
legacies in the city and provide other social benefits. Major
events provide an opportunity for the City and its residents to
celebrate culture, sport and recreation, cultivate community
spirit, and create an authentic and shared identity for the city.
And of course, major events provide exciting and attractive
volunteer opportunities. All parties in the city understand
this well, and this will continue to be an important focus for
the long-term overall tourism strategy for the city as well as
the recreation and sport tourism aspects specifically.

The development of a tourism strategy would enable all
stakeholders to collaborate, coordinate and optimize existing
efforts and create new tourism packages using concepts
such as experience bundling or clustering of tourism assets
and coordinating events to best utilize existing food and
accommodation capacities.

Key initiatives for recreation, sport, culture and
heritage tourism:
»» Develop tourism strategy and/or master plan to
develop a common strategic direction, to better
coordinate tourism marketing in the city and to
recommend product enhancements according to the
chosen direction.
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4.9 Integrating the voice of recreation and culture into other City functions
Within City administration, recreation and culture services impact a number of City departments as seen in the accompanying
graphic. The voice of recreation and culture needs to be heard throughout the entire City organization to ensure that decisions
are made that best further the agenda of recreation and culture in the City and that the outcomes of such decisions are ultimately
manageable by City Recreation and Culture Department staff.

INTER-ORGANIZATION RELATIONSHIPS
(OTHER CITY DEPARTMENTS)
Land Development /
Real estate

Council

Community
Planning

Inter-municipal
Planning

City Manager

INTRA-DEPARTMENT RELATIONSHIPS
(COMMUNITY SERVICES)

Facility Services

Helen Schuler
Nature Centre

RECREATION
& CULTURE
Communications

Commissions,
Boards

Transportation
Planning
ENMAX
Centre

Environment
Services

Social and Community Development

Parks

Downtown
Revitalization
Risk Management
Urban Construction

Asset Management
Development Services

Planning and Development Services

City Manager / Council
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Infrastructure Services

Corporate Services

The Department needs to continue to take all available
opportunities to get involved in other City functions and decision
making, especially in those cases that will ultimately directly
impact the provision of recreation and culture services in the
future (such as the taking of reserve lands for recreation and
culture purposes or transportation planning/access around
recreation and culture sites). In doing so, the Department should
have clearly outlined expectations on recreation and culture
related outcomes related to other City functions.
Just as social marketing with the public and affiliated stakeholders
(cross-sectoral and within recreation and culture) will
build support for recreation and culture, so too will building
relationships internally within the corporate City organization.
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Key initiatives for integrating the voice of recreation
and culture into other City functions:
»» Ensure that all opportunities to participate in other
City planning or operational functions are taken; and
»» Outline common expectations of recreation and
culture stakeholders in regards to the provision of
other City services and planning efforts

V

Strategic Direction: Infrastructure

Support for PropertySupport
Tax Increase
Across
for Property
TaxThree
Scenarios
Increases Across Three Scenarios

The City of Lethbridge, through its Recreation and Culture and
Facility Services Departments is responsible for over $359M
worth of indoor recreation and culture facility infrastructure.
These facilities are owned by the City and, in some cases,
operated by the City or, alternatively, its non-profit and private
sector partners. Overseeing a fleet of facilities of this magnitude
requires a major commitment of both human and financial
resources.
The provision of social infrastructure is a key component
of the recreation and culture delivery system. Although the
City’s delivery agents are primarily responsible for facilitating
recreation and culture programs and environments, without
proper infrastructure the environments would not exist.
In determining the future of recreation and culture
infrastructure, there are two major aspects to provision the
City must contemplate: 1) How and if to sustain existing
infrastructure (currently with an average facility age of 44
years) and 2) when and if to build new infrastructure. The
following sections outline different tools to aid in these two
areas of provision as well as providing specific direction for
existing and new infrastructure investment.

Strongly
Support

Somewhat
Support

New services that
your household would use

Enhancements to services
your household uses

Services that are important
to the community but that
your household may not use

Neither /
Unsure

27%

Strongly
Oppose

13% 8% 10%

40%

21%

12%

Somewhat
Oppose

4% 11% 11%

45%

37%

1%

15%

19%

»» Seventy-nine (79%) of stakeholder groups indicated that
new and/or upgraded recreation and culture facilities
(indoor and outdoor) are needed.
»» Seventy-two (72%) of stakeholder groups would pay some
level of increased fees given that community needs for
recreation and culture facilities were better met.

It is important to set the stage for discussion on future
recreation and culture infrastructure. The following key points
are taken from the research facilitated in the development of
this Plan:
»» Sixty-nine (69%) of Lethbridge households indicated a need
for new and/or upgraded recreation and culture facilities
(indoor and outdoor); and

»» Lack or suitable facilities or venues was the most
frequently identified challenge being faced by recreation
and culture delivery groups/partners.

»» Between 49% and 67% of Lethbridge households would be
willing to pay increased property taxes given community
needs for recreation and culture facilities were better met;
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5.1.1 Recreation, culture and social
The following sections address future recreation and culture
infrastructure development in regards to overall planning and
operational considerations/principles, a development approach
and classification system, as well as specific courses of action
related to existing and proposed new recreation and culture
infrastructure.

5.1 Guiding principles for recreation
and culture infrastructure
Regardless of whether the City is contemplating new recreation
and culture facilities, or deliberating on the repurposing or
refurbishment of existing facilities there are a number of guiding
principles that should be considered in strategic decision
making.

Recreation, culture and social facilities and programs are
relevant and significant contributors to quality of life in the City
of Lethbridge. Traditional perspectives regarding recreation
being solely sports and physical activity; culture primarily
encompassing creativity and artistic expression; and social
being reactive efforts to right social maladies in the community
have defined these three important components of quality of life
as mutually exclusive. Although this is commonplace in Alberta
communities, it cannot be ignored that recreation, culture and
social service facilities and spaces, in their traditional senses,
share a number of common characteristics:
»» Each allow participants to differentiate and express
themselves;
»» Each are products of participant choice in how to spend
leisure time;
»» Each have been proven to have positive benefits to personal
and social development for all ages;
»» Each have been proven to promote community pride and
cohesiveness; and
»» Each promotes and improves overall quality of life.
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5.1.2 Spontaneous and structured activities
As this is the case, the separation of recreation, culture and
social facilities (including public libraries) and spaces should
be avoided, especially when planning, designing and operating
environments in which these activities can occur. This is not
to suggest that cross-programming of recreation, culture,
and social service activities should, or would, occur. It does,
however, suggest that if the use of already limited public
funds for recreation, culture, and social service infrastructure
is to be optimized, the provision of environments that support
and integrate these three vital components of municipal
service provision as much as possible is necessary. This will
further promote multi-purpose development and lead to cross
pollenization and inclusion amongst traditionally separate user
markets.
The concept of included elements for recreation, culture,
and related social service activities in facility and space
development and operations does not only hold true for the
development of future new public facilities spaces, but it can
also be applied to existing facilities and spaces. Opportunities to
showcase local artists should be explored at existing traditional
recreation and social service facilities in the City. Exposure
to recreational pursuits, perhaps in themed performances or
exhibits, should be hosted at existing traditional culture venues.

The popularity of spontaneous use recreation and culture
opportunities is well documented throughout the research
conducted in developing this Plan. Areas that offer spontaneous
use in the city/region are, for the most part, well utilized.
There has been a significant decline in structured recreation
participation over the past 15 years1. This is a trend not only
in the city but generally in most municipal jurisdictions in
Alberta. While this trend persists, there is an abundance of shift
workers and citizens with busier lifestyles in the city/region
and throughout the Province of Alberta; all of this has led to a
need to increase the provision of spontaneous use recreation
and culture outlets for city/regional residents. The provision of
traditional recreation and culture facilities such as ice arenas
and performing arts theatres has been focused on structured
rental use, and thus a large portion of the population, those
demanding spontaneous use outlets, have not been considered
in major facility use allocations. Throughout the research
conducted in developing this Plan, a lack of spontaneous
recreation and culture opportunities has been identified in
Lethbridge.
Prudent planning for recreation and culture resources should
consider both structured/scheduled use areas as well as
unstructured/spontaneous use areas. Defining requirements and
parameters around the planning and provision of traditionally
scheduled use venues is relatively straightforward, as standards
exist for most environments and there is an abundance of
comparable facilities to look at in the Province and beyond.
Spontaneous use areas, however, are a relatively new concept,
and the supply/demand relationship along with cost/benefit
analysis of these areas is not as straightforward as is the case
with structured programmable/rentable spaces. This is primarily
due to the fact that capacities cannot be clearly identified for
spontaneous use, the level of use of which participants would
consider the facility to be “too busy”.
In this case, that being said, there are two main types
of spontaneous users. The first is the spontaneous user who
participates in the activity as his/her primary intent in visiting
the respective facility. A user visits a major multiplex facility to
use the fitness centre. The second is the user who participates in
the activity even though it was not the initial intent in visiting
the facility.

1. Alberta Recreation Survey 2008
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5.1.3 Stand-alone versus a multi-purpose
approach
For example, a participant uses the fitness centre at the facility
because she has to bring her/his child to play ice hockey. This
user can also participate in other spontaneous use activities —
e.g., the user visits the facility to use the fitness centre, but also
uses the hot tub and walking track (secondary activities).
Recognizing that spontaneous users are comprised of both user
types, planning for spontaneous use facilities should consider
the following.
» » Spontaneous use areas provide users the opportunity to
participate at irregular times, thereby enabling users to
partake in physical activity or creative/social endeavors
even if they cannot commit to signing up for a specifically
scheduled team or program. Therefore, spontaneous use
areas must provide optimal flexibility in hours of operation.
» » Spontaneous use activities are best offered in clusters
depending on the type of activity and the adjacent facility
amenities. Therefore, spontaneous use opportunities must
be provided in clusters that work well together.
»» Spontaneous use activity-clusters must consider cross use
and convenience to potential users. Clusters that seem to
work well include, as examples:
»» Fitness/wellness and child minding;
»» Fitness/wellness and major scheduled use activity (i.e.
arenas, field houses, etc.);
»» Fitness/wellness and therapeutic/program aquatics;
and
»» Leisure skating and ice arenas.
Considering these points, it is apparent that many
future spontaneous use spaces should piggy-back major
programmable/rentable spaces. As well, many of the existing
facilities that offer spontaneous use in the City may warrant
expansion.

The tangible and intangible benefits associated with a multipurpose approach, or the “leisure mall” concept, are well
documented. Economies of scale in facility and park operations,
staffing, administration, purchase of supplies, contracted
services, utilities and marketing have been proven in existing
major multipurpose facilities and sites across Alberta. Many of
these benefits have already been discussed by City decision
makers in contemplating the City’s Multipurpose Leisure Centre
project.
Operationally, multipurpose facilities and sites have proven
to be excellent in terms of staff efficiency. The large number
of activities under one management system versus a separate
management system for independent facilities provides costreduction opportunities. Energy conservation with respect to
the sharing of systems between the facilities and making use
of cold and warm systems to develop energy transfers provides
operational savings compared to stand alone facilities of a
similar size.
Perhaps the most important aspect of multipurpose facility
development, however, is both client/public satisfaction with
the variety of activities available in the facility and how they
enhance family cohesiveness, social connection, and quality
of life. Users of multipurpose facilities have opportunities to
partake in a variety of recreation and culture activities while
other family members and friends are conceivably using other
portions of the facility. Multi-purpose facility use is further
extended by the opportunities to not only partake in the
recreation or culture activity of choice but also share in other
social activities such as food, retail and professional health
services and common public/social gathering areas.

If these are included when considering expanding/enhancing
existing facilities or developing new facilities the disparity
between structured uses and spontaneous uses will be
minimized.
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The overall capital cost of multipurpose facilities and sites is
also expected to be less than the comparative cost of building a
number of stand-alone facilities. The efficiencies of scale and the
attractiveness of the size of multiplex projects to construction
industry stakeholders have resulted in excellent bidding and
construction services related to these types of projects. Several
millions of dollars are typically saved on the overall capital
construction compared to a series of stand-alone facilities.
Capital cost is, however, incurred within a two to three year
period as opposed to being phased out over a number of
additional years if carried out as separate projects. The
disadvantages of the multipurpose all-in-one concept relate to
the scale of the facility, its cost to construct and the amount of
land that it occupies.

5.1.4 Investing in the sustainability of
existing infrastructure
Considering that the City currently has a wide variety of
recreation and culture facilities in which significant investment
has been made, it is important to plan for maintaining existing
infrastructure and sustaining existing services prior to
developing new facilities on new sites. Maintaining existing
facilities first will ensure that existing service levels are
sustained and that programs currently subscribed to can
continue to be offered. In considering the development of new
facility components, if they can be added to existing facilities
then significant costs savings in site acquisition, servicing and
administrative and common-area development may be achieved.
Adding to existing facilities can also promote the multiplex
approach at those sites, thereby enabling the benefits of this
approach to facility development to be realized.

This strategy is based upon maintaining and expanding/enhancing
existing sites where possible, prior to developing new facilities.
Rationalization for this approach includes both protecting and
enhancing existing infrastructure investments and ensuring that
existing service levels and programs are sustained prior to offering
new ones.
Life cycle budgeting/planning for recreation and culture facilities
and parks is important as the concept requires major capital
maintenance to be allocated to annual operating budgets. Proper
life cycle management suggests that facilities could be offered in
perpetuity as ongoing investment and upgrades would be planned
for and completed, avoiding overall facility deterioration. The City
already effectively practices life cycle planning through its Facility
Services Department.
A concept related to facility replacement budgeting is facility
amenity refreshment planning. Amenity refreshment suggests
that the program elements, such as leisure amenities in a
swimming pool, or exhibits in a museum, have a functional shelf life
shorter than the life spans of the facility envelope and mechanical
systems. Some facilities require periodic reinvest to ensure
functional use and pertinence. Amenity refreshment is a concept
more commonly found in culture facilities such as art galleries and
museums, but should continue to be an important consideration
for all new or existing recreation and culture facilities.
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5.1.4.1 Reinvestment, repurposing and
decommissioning
Reinvesting is a way to protect past investment in facilities
while sustaining existing service levels. That said, not all
facilities warrant reinvestment, and in some cases, replacement
or decommissioning may be the best strategic approach.
The repurposing of existing indoor and outdoor recreation and
culture facilities has great potential for meeting the needs of
expanding programs/activities as well as meeting the needs
of newly introduced activities in the community. In order to
effectively do so, facilities considered for repurposing must be
analyzed in terms of exiting usage levels, the costs associated
with sustaining existing services and the adaptability of the
facility and/or space in accommodating a different use(s).
As even the most underutilized spaces in the City are valued
by some residents, appropriate justification will undoubtedly
be required to repurpose or decommission any existing public
recreation and/or culture facility. If a facility or space has been
identified for potential repurposed use, the City must engage
the local community, users of the facility, and the expertise
required to assess opportunities associated with sustained or
repurposed uses (architectural and engineering assessment).

Although this tool is widely accepted and helpful, it does not
account for the functionality of the facility in question. For
example, if a facility is sound structurally and mechanically but
it doesn’t meet demands for functional programming of potential
users, the FCI may warrant reinvestment which functionally may
not be warranted. This issue is accentuated for recreation and
culture facilities as many have or could have unique and varied
uses. In order to account for functionality, facility program
modernization costs must be considered in combination with the
cost to upgrade the structure and mechanical systems. Facility
program modernization requirements should be determined
by City departments (Facility Services and Recreation and
Culture) as well as users of the existing facility or similar
facilities (groups and the general public). This would lead to an
overall Facility Quality Index (FQI) and would be a better tool in
decision making for future reinvestment of existing recreation
and culture facilities. This tool will be especially pertinent as the
average age of the City’s major recreation and culture facilities is
beyond 40 years.
Facility Quality Index = Cost of required upgrades plus the
cost of necessary program upgrades/Replacement value of
facility

The concept of Facility Condition Index (FCI) is a common tool
for governments in assessing the potential of reinvestment in,
or replacement of, a public facility. Currently the City utilizes FCI
to assist in decision making, as does the Provincial Government
and some other municipalities. FCI measures the facilities
physical state by presenting the required upgrade costs as a
portion of the facility replacement costs.
Facility Condition Index = Cost of required upgrades/
Replacement value of facility
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Once information is collected and the FCI and FQI are identified,
administration and Council must consider the costs and
benefits associated with reinvesting, repurposing or
decommissioning versus new construction and make a move
forward decision.
The following framework can assist with the decision making
process.

In order to implement the approach and analyze projects,
the questions posed need to be answered by either City
administration, community members or a combination thereof.
One way of engaging the public and community partners in
decision making is for the City to administer an ad hoc task
group every time the future decommissioning or repurposing of
a major recreation and/or culture resource (replacement value of
$1M or beyond) is being contemplated.
This task group would have a holistic perspective of broad
community need and, if it included members of the public,
could include impacted residents or groups as well as those
groups or residents that may not have their needs met if major
reinvestment in an existing facility is to occur. The task group
would utilize the decision making framework presented and
would rely on City staff for assistance in providing necessary
information.

Facility Analysis
FQI

Over 50%

Replace (if warranted)
• Is the project congruent with the
Recreation and Culture Master Plan?
• Is the project identified as a
community priority?
• Is the existing facility currently utilized
more than 50% of prime time capacity?
• Does the existing facility recover
operating costs suﬃciently?
• Is the existing facility the best use of
the current site?

Under 50%

Decommission

Reinvest (if warranted)

Repurpose (If FCI is under 50%)
• What current activity priorities could
be accommodated through
repurposing?
For each amenity answer:
• Are repurposing costs significantly
less than developing a new facility?
• Is the site a major consideration (value
or location) for the new facility?
• Is the project congruent with the
Recreation and Culture Master Plan?
• Is the project identified as a
community priority?
• Will the repurposed facility recover
operating costs suﬃciently?
• Is the repurposed facility the best use
of the current site?

Continue use
• Is the project congruent with the
Recreation and Culture Master
Plan?
• Is the project identified as a
community priority?
• Is the existing facility currently
utilized more than 50% of prime
time capacity?
• Does the facility recover operating
costs suﬃciently?
• Is the facility the best use of the
current site?

Decommission

Repurpose
• What current activity priorities could be
accommodated through repurposing?
For each amenity answer:
• Are repurposing costs significantly less than
developing a new facility?
• Is the site a major consideration (value or
location) for the new facility?
• Is the project congruent with the Recreation
and Culture Master Plan?
• Is the project identified as a community
priority?
• Will the repurposed facility recover operating
costs suﬃciently?
• Is the repurposed facility the best use of the
current site?

* If two or more of these questions are answered ‘NO’ then the facility should be decommissioned. Otherwise, the reinvestment or repurpose should be ranked against other potential projects
using the system presented in the Recreation and Culture Master Plan.
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5.1.5 Geographic balance
The City of Lethbridge is separated into three distinct areas,
South, North and West. Although each of these areas has
grown in the past, current growth patterns suggest that West
Lethbridge is growing faster than the other two areas. As the
three areas are separated by major highways and the river
valley, geographic provision will be an important consideration for
provided existing and new recreation and culture infrastructure.
The following map shows the overall distribution of recreation
and culture infrastructure (as defined in the scope of this Plan)
throughout the City.

As can be seen, a number of each (recreation and culture
facilities) are found in each area in the City. Even though many
of the major recreation and culture facilities offered to City
residents are “drive-to” in nature, it is important to consider
geographic balance from a residency, transportation and
non-vehicular accessibility and strategic (to guide future
growth) perspective.
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5.1.6 Land acquisition

5.1.8 Infrastructure design

Much of the recreation and culture infrastructure either
currently provided, or being contemplated, by the City of
Lethbridge is situated on large parcels of land. For this reason,
site acquisition for major recreation and culture infrastructure
development must be planned well in advance of actual facility
development (in the case of new or replacement facilities).
This is the case whether land are acquired through the land
development process or through outright purchase by the
municipality. In the event that lands are acquired through the
land development process, land allocated to major recreation
and culture facilities should comprise no more than 50% of
overall municipal reserves allocated to recreation and parks
so as not to create an imbalance in the provision of regional,
city-wide, district and neighborhood infrastructure.

Recreation and culture infrastructure design, be it indoor
or outdoor, should consider a variety of design elements.
Most importantly, program spaces must accommodate the
program/functional use they are built for as well as multi-use
in an appropriate and acceptable fashion. Other considerations
related to regional, provincial, national and/or international event
hosting capability should also be reviewed to determine the cost
benefit related to infrastructure elements such as spectator
seating, meeting rooms, offices, warm-up/cool-down facilities,
training areas and the facility standards outlined by various sport
organizations that are required for event hosting and, as well,
improve community recreation programming. Ninety-one percent
(91%) of city households stated that the City should be able to
host major recreation and sporting events; 67% indicated that the
city should be a provincial destination for cultural opportunities.

For these reasons, it is necessary for the City to plan siting
for major recreation and culture facilities at least 10 years
(and beyond in many cases) prior to actual infrastructure
development for major recreation and culture infrastructure.

5.1.7 Indoor — outdoor integration
Indoor recreation and culture facilities typically are found
on larger park sites. The integration, in terms of design and
program, of the indoor and outdoor environments is a real
opportunity. Designing facilities to reflect the topography of
a site1 , to ensure that outdoor trails connect to indoor public
corridors of facilities and, in some cases, using overhead doors,
causeways and glazing (glass) to eliminate the boundaries
between indoors and outdoors are all examples of how the
indoor and outdoor environments can begin to be integrated.
Once infrastructure is in place to promote indoor-outdoor
integration, programming of the space will follow. The City of
Lethbridge is ideally positioned in terms of its moderate winter
climate (as compared to other Alberta municipalities) to utilize
the concept of melding the indoors to the outdoors through
recreation and culture facility design and programming.

Physical accessibility is also a very important consideration.
Universal design considerations for physically and mentally
disabled users must be considered as well as concepts such as
senior friendly or child friendly design and designing for physical
literacy. The City is currently undergoing a review of the physical
accessibility of its existing facilities. Recommendations from the
review are supported in regards to recreation and culture service
provision.
Designing for exposure, activity cross marketing (internal
and external viewing) and sponsorship exposure should
also be reviewed as there is potential to generate revenues
for operations and increase overall facility utilization and
community activity with different facility designs.

1. Much like the design of the University of Lethbridge campus being
part of the river valley.
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5.1.9 Synthetic playing surfaces
Synthetic playing surfaces are becoming more popular means
of rectangular field, ball diamond and in some cases, outdoor
rink provision — they allow for more intense use (continuous
use regardless of weather and extended playing seasons) of
scarce outdoor space. As the application of synthetic playing
surfaces for public use is emerging, the life cycle replacement
costs associated with the playing surface, as well as a new cost
structure/operating model for operating these kinds of facilities,
are still being measured. That being said, consideration should
be given to synthetic playing surface application in situations
where new development is being contemplated. There is a
synthetic rectangular field in the City located on the University
of Lethbridge site (Community Sports Stadium).

»» All weather use (perfect surface every time out);
»» Extended playing season;
»» Ease of maintenance; and
»» Reduced injuries/safer playing surface for athletes (subject
to further research).
Future cost benefit analysis associated with synthetic surfaces
will be dependent upon the experiences of those municipalities
who have already developed such infrastructure. When
contemplating major outdoor recreation facilities, the application
of synthetic playing surfaces should be thoroughly explored.

The ability to utilize synthetic surfaces much more intensely
also enables increased tournament hosting capacity. Other
benefits of synthetic surfaces include:

Key initiatives for guiding principles for recreation and
culture infrastructure:
»» Consult the principles and recommendations
outlined in contemplating any future recreation
and culture infrastructure reinvestment or new
development
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5.2 Facility development approach
Municipalities and other public agencies have a responsibility to
relate decision making regarding the disposition of public funds
to sound, diligent protocol and processes. This means that all
decisions with implications for public generated funds (namely,
through taxes) should be made based on sound research,
public engagement, and with the most up-to-date pertinent
information as possible. In regards to the development of public
recreation and parks amenities, the ideal public decision making
process has a number of steps.

The process outlined below can take between 18 and 30 months
depending on the ability for decision making to occur in a timely
fashion and the propensity of the general public to engage in
constructive feedback.
No major ($1M+) public investments in recreation or culture
infrastructure should occur without undertaking market
feasibility analysis and business planning. This applies not only
to initiatives championed by the City, but also to those projects
led by not-for-profit groups and associations wherein public
funds are required for the capital and/or ongoing operations of
facilities.

Needs Assessment
- Does the recreation project comply
with the goals and objectives set
out by the City or its delivery
partners and the City’s Recreation
and Culture Master Plan.
- Does the resource service City
residents?
- Have any of the feasibility planning
thresholds / triggers been met?

Feasibility Analysis

- Conduct needs assessment including:
- Resource provision in the market
area
- Demographics and growth
- Trends
- Public consultation
- Define need for resource in question.
Have any of the feasibility planning
thresholds / triggers been met?
3 months
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- Explore impacts or resource
development including options for:
- Primary and secondary
components
- Potential sites
- Expansion if existing or building
new
- Impacts on exiting resources
- Capital and operating financial
implications or resource provision
- Business Plan
- Recommended course of action
3 months

Resource Development
- Detailed design of project
- Detailed business planning
- Fundraising *if required
- Construction
12-24 Months

The market feasibility and business planning process typically
pre-empts decisions on investment and sourcing of capital well
in advance of development; often up to two years prior. As such,
timing for major facility development initiatives could take between
two and four years in the making, recognizing the need for public
engagement, concept planning, detailed planning and design,
tendering and construction.

If a combination of the aforementioned criteria are met, further
feasibility analysis is warranted. As feasibility analysis requires
public investment, the following general conditions for feasibility
exploration should be adhered to.
»»

There must be public engagement in the planning process,
preferably the use of statistically reliable surveys.

»»
The following guidelines and thresholds will help the City determine
how and when to engage in feasibility analysis and for the justification
»»
of public funding support for recreation and culture facility delivery.

A market assessment for component service delivery
functions must be completed.

As part of the framework, the following feasibility planning “triggers”
describe the timing for initiating feasibility analysis and business
planning. Market feasibility analysis and business planning could
occur when one or more of the following criteria are met.

»»

There should be a biophysical/environmental impact
statement.

»»

There must be a concept development plan including
infrastructure planning, costs and impacts of ongoing
operations.

»»

The project must conform to the broader regional/municipal
strategic planning.

»»

Business planning outlining capital partners, operating
partners, sources of capital, capital amortization and
projection of operating costs must be completed.

1. There is proven community priority demand for the facility,
as defined in the State of Recreation and Culture Report and
subsequent research (combining information regarding public
and group input, comparative provision, trends, usage of
existing facilities, and population growth).
2. The current level of provision of the facility/activity is in
question in the City.

A thorough and transparent site/location analysis must be
completed.

3. The life span of existing facilities presented through Facility
Quality Index.
Key initiatives for resource development approach:

4. Public accessibility (ability to utilize) of the facility.
5. Potential costs savings for the project due to partnerships and/
or grants.
6. Expected economic impact of the project.
7.

Conformance of the project with existing municipal strategic
planning.

8. Whether or not the project is located on publicly owned or long
term leased lands.
9. The overall capital cost of the project as compared to others
being contemplated.
10. The level of expected operational cost recovery achieved by the
project.
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»» Utilize the approach outlined in planning and
developing new and/or renovated recreation and
culture infrastructure

5.3 Facility classification
The City has an accepted recreation and culture facility classification system (Recreation and Culture Facilities Master Plan, 2007).
The following chart, taken directly from the 2007 document, describes it.
Geographic Perspective
Regional Facilities

City-wide Facilities

General Descriptions
Responds to organized communities of interest,
including those outside of Lethbridge.

Populations Served
Populations within and outside of
Lethbridge

May accommodate local competition or need, but
designed for competitive or large spectator use.

Could encompass populations
throughout southern Alberta
Population of 75,000 +

Typically designed to accommodate large volumes of
spectators or visitors
Typically, highly specialized facilities that address
specific activities or interests.
Often responds to organized communities of interest
within Lethbridge, but may also provide drop-in
opportunities.

District Facilities

May also involve multi-purpose facilities that provide
a variety of services that address novice to advanced
levels of skill among participants. The multi-purpose
facilities may not be economically viable at a district
level, but are likely sustainable by serving the city as a
whole.
High density of demand in local areas (proportion of
users and frequency of use)
Often single-purpose and stand alone facilities
Typically designed for novice to intermediate levels of
skill
Address local or district needs

Developed through observation by the consultants involved in the 2007 Master Plan.
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Typically serve residents from
throughout Lethbridge
Population of up to 75,000

East or Eest Lethbridge residents
Population of between 20,000 and
40,000

As can be seen, there are differing levels of geographic provision for each of the facility categories. Major revisions to this classification system
are not proposed, yet the following chart provides further information regarding future planning considerations for each category of facility.
Category
Regional Facilities

City-wide Facilities

Site considerations
»» 40 – 60 acres

Potential future elements
»» Multi-sheet ice arenas

»» Adjacent to major
transportation nodes

»» Major leisure swimming
pools

»» Access to LA Transit and
active transportation
options (trail system)

»» Performing arts venues

»» Potentially City-owned
and City operated (if
required)

»» Arts and culture program
spaces (major)

»» City-owned, partner
operated (ideal)

»» Outdoor pools (major)

»» Potentially City-owned
and City operated (if
required)

»» Adjacent to schools
(where possible)
»» 30 – 40 acres
»» Adjacent to major
transportation nodes

»» Curling rinks

»» Access to LA Transit and
active transportation
options (trail system)

»» Skate parks (major)
»» BMX parks (major)

»» Adjacent to schools
(where possible)

»» Spray parks (major)

»» Could be sited to
drive adjacent growth
(commercial, residential)

»» Ball diamonds
(competitive)
»» Rectangular fields
(competitive)
»» Tournament complexes
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Operating models
»» City-owned, partner
operated (ideal)

Category
District Facilities

Site considerations
»» 5 – 10 acres

Potential future elements
»» Skate parks (minor)

»» Access to LA Transit and
active transportation
options (trail system)

»» Outdoor pools (minor)
»» BMX parks (minor)

Operating models
»» Potentially City-owned
and City operated (if
required)

»» Spray parks (minor)

»» Adjacent to schools
(where possible)
»» Could pre-empt
development of City-wide
or Regional facilities1

»» Ball diamonds
(recreational)
»» Rectangular fields
(recreational)

1

Key initiatives for facility development:
»» Continue to utilize the facility resource
classification outlined to manage and plan new
recreation and culture infrastructure.

1. District facilities that are planned to accept expansion could evolve into regional or city-wide facilities once future expansion occurs
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5.4 Siting recreation and culture
infrastructure

5.4.3 Site services installed or planned
By their nature, recreation and culture facilities are substantial
consumers of water, sewer and power. Sites should already have
these services installed or planned for installation during the
projected timeline for construction of major projects.

When contemplating site selection for new recreation and
culture facilities the following considerations should be
addressed.

5.4.1 Accessibility to principal users by
vehicle/bus/pedestrian

5.4.4 Site use matches area zoning

This criterion relates to the ease and safety with which
community members can both access and egress the site.
Access to concentrated population centres in the City’s urban
core is favored as is access via a major transportation route for
both vehicular and potential bus transportation (if applicable).
Pedestrian access is considered viable within a 25 – 30 minute
walk for City-wide facilities and a 10-15 minute walk for District
facilities.

Recreation and culture facilities should be located on sites
which are planned for such activities or are consistent with
Area Structure Plans (either approved or in draft form). Where
no Zoning or Area Structure Plans are currently in place, the
recreation and/or culture facility should be reviewed as to
whether it is a compatible utilization of the site. Although zoning for
certain sites can be changed, considering the intended purpose
of the site is important as to how the use intermingles with site
adjacencies.

5.4.2 Adjacent complementary uses
The type of uses directly adjacent to the site can positively
influence quality of this site and of the facilities contained upon
it. Existing or planned facilities for adjacent sites, which assist
in the development of the recreation, culture and community/
social hub nature of the facility, are favored. Potential
complimentary adjacencies include schools, health facilities,
high traffic commercial areas and residential areas (high/
medium and low density).
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5.4.5 Site development suitability
This criterion takes into account the physical characteristics
of the site including soil suitability, site contouring and amount
of developable area for a recreation and/or culture facility.
Large flat open sites are less complex than sites with dramatic
changes in topography however there are merits to each.

5.4.6 Site ownership (municipal/public/
private)
Site ownership will have an impact on development timing and
cost. This will also be affected by the potential for partnering
and its impact on program capability within recreation and
culture resources. Sites should either be owned by the City or
secured under long term lease agreements so as to protect
public investment.

5.4.7 Economic growth potential
Adjacent recreation and culture infrastructure can stimulate
economic growth. Commercial, institutional and residential
(high, medium or low) growth have all been observed to
envelope major recreation and culture facility development
throughout Alberta and beyond. There can be positive impacts
upon property values as well, which translates into increased
revenue.

5.4.8 Site visibility and impact
Recreation and culture infrastructure can become a focal point
of an area and are typically key destinations for residents and
visitors of the City. Therefore, sites should be easily identifiable,
high profile and provide the ability for the City to showcase its
facilities.
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Key initiatives for recreation and culture resource
siting:
»» Utilize the site considerations outlined in assessing
site suitability for future recreation and culture
infrastructure

5.5 The future of recreation and
culture infrastructure
The following discussion is focused on the community priorities
identified in the State of Recreation and Culture Service Report
(under separate cover) as well as the City’s existing general
areas of service regarding recreation and culture facilities.
A more detailed strategic approach for specific existing and
potential new facilities follows. Finally a prioritization framework
is presented and administered to render a list of prioritized
infrastructure projects recommended for the City to undertake
in the future.
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A broad array of indoor and outdoor
recreation and culture facility amenities
are currently offered in the community.
The following chart outlines specific
facility community priorities for future
consideration in Lethbridge. It is important
to note that these priorities were
developed without consideration to the
associated capital or operating costs of
each. Analysis of these costs, as well as
other factors discussed throughout this
plan, is a necessary step subsequent to
this needs assessment and prior to any
facility development.
The accompanying table includes the
facility types noted in the household
and group surveys. The columns in the
table represent the research elements
undertaken (and presented in this Plan).
Checkmarks are put in the columns for
each facility type if that research element
indicated support for new or enhanced
provision. To represent the importance of
the household survey the top ten indoor
and the top ten outdoor facility elements
received two checks. Once the analysis
was completed and the checkmarks
assigned, the facility types are ordered
from most checkmarks to least.

Fitness/wellness facilities
Picnic areas
Gymnasium type spaces
Ice arena facilities
Open spaces/undeveloped green
Sport fields
Festival space
Water spray parks
Youth centre
Sledding hill
Performing arts/show spaces
Child playgrounds (indoor)
Walking/running track
Leisure ice surfaces
Before and after school care
facilities
Hiking amenities
Child playgrounds (outdoor)
Art display space/studios
Science centre
Field facilities (indoor)
Year round flat surfaces
(outdoor)
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Previous Studies Input

Industry Trends

Population Growth/Utilization

Municipal Comparatives

Other Public Input
(web survey/public events)

Stakeholder Consultation
(survey & interviews)

INDOOR and Outdoor
Community Facility Priority
Leisure swimming pools

Household Telephone Survey

5.5.1 Community recreation and culture facility priorities

It is important to note that although these
community priorities have been identified
for Lethbridge, the development of new or
upgraded facilities is not assumed to be
the sole responsibility of the City. This list
of indoor and outdoor priorities should be
used strategically to support initiatives
of community associations as well as any
internal initiatives. The top community
priorities, as identified in the following table
include:
1. Leisure swimming pools
2. Fitness/wellness facilities
2. Picnic areas
3. Gymnasium type spaces
3. Ice arena facilities
3. Open spaces/undeveloped green
3. Sport fields
3. Festival space
3. Water spray parks
4. Youth centre
4. Sledding hill
5. Performing arts/show spaces
5. Child playgrounds (indoor)
5. Walking/running track
5. Leisure ice surfaces
5. Before and after school care facilities
6. Art display space/studios
6. Field facilities (indoor)
6. Year round flat surfaces (outdoor)
6. Swimming pools (outdoor)
6. Skate parks

Skate parks
Program/meeting rooms
Social/banquet facilities
Public art gallery
Public art
Fitness equipment
Dog park
Canoe/kayak/tube river access
Ball diamonds
Bike parks (BMX & mountain
bike)
Heritage interpretive facilities
Curling rinks
Tennis
Track and field spaces
Disc Golf
Climbing wall
25 metre competition pools
Artist live & work space
Racquet sport courts
50 metre competition pools
Basketball courts
Beach volleyball courts
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Previous Studies Input

Industry Trends

Population Growth/Utilization

Municipal Comparatives

Other Public Input
(web survey/public events)

Stakeholder Consultation
(survey & interviews)

Household Telephone Survey

INDOOR and Outdoor
Community Facility Priority
(Continued)
Swimming pools (outdoor)

5.5.2 Recreation facilities

5.5.2.2 Indoor swimming pools

The following section explains the current state of the different
types recreation facilities in the City as well as future
considerations for each type.

There are three existing 25M indoor pools owned by the City as
well as a 50M pool located at the University of Lethbridge. There
are also a number of indoor pools located in hotels throughout
the City, one of which has major leisure amenities and promotes
public use of its facilities. Note: new and/or enhanced leisure
pools were the top community priority for indoor recreation and
culture facilities — 68% of households visited City indoor pools
over the past 12 months.

5.5.2.1 Ice arenas
The City currently offers six sheets of indoor ice for use by
residents, five of which are community arenas and the sixth
is partial access to the sheet of ice at the Enmax Centre. The
five existing community arenas have an average age of over
40 years with the newest being 26 years old. All of the arenas
experience high levels of usage (99% of combined prime time
capacity is currently consumed) and are also the administrative
home to a variety of specific ice user groups. Note: new and/
or enhanced ice arenas were the second highest community
priority for indoor recreation and culture facilities — 49% of
Lethbridge households claimed visitation at ice arenas in the
past 12 months.
The City is currently planning to add two new ice sheets to
overall provision, both of which are not intended to replace
existing facilities. For this reason, sustaining or replacing
existing facilities is a critical future consideration. The two
oldest facilities, the Civic Ice Centre and the Labor Club Ice
Centre are both over 50 years old and are, from a preliminary
perspective, key candidates for replacement. That being
said, once the Facility Quality Index is calculated (discussed
in previous sections), decisions regarding reinvestment or
replacement can then be made.

The average age of the three publicly owned and operated pools
is over 40 years. These pools lack extensive leisure amenities
and have limited modern facility elements typically found
in newer public aquatic facilities — such as adequate family
change rooms, fitness facilities and party rooms.
Due to the age of existing facilities it is likely that replacement
or reinvestment will be required, however, as is the case with
ice arenas, thorough Facility Quality Index analysis would need
to be conducted to determine the best approach. That being
said, there is a definite lack of publicly owned leisure aquatics
venues in the City. The needs for competitive aquatic venues
is currently being met by a combination of the public owned
facilities and the University of Lethbridge.
It is important for the City to target provision of a major leisure
aquatics facility in the future, as well as accommodating the
need for competitive and recreational diving programs — both of
which could be achieved with the development of a new aquatics
venue.

Due to the age of each of the arenas, some require program
upgrades such as additional change rooms, storage space and
widened corridors. All of these factors will have to be considered
when contemplating reinvestment or replacement of the two
oldest venues as well as to the others as upgrades are required
to sustain those facilities. If arenas are replaced, dry land use
could occur in repurposed facilities.
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5.5.2.3 Outdoor swimming pools

5.5.2.6 Gymnasium/dry-land areas

The City currently supports two outdoor pools, one of which
is over 50 years old (Henderson) and which has already been
identified as requiring significant reinvestment (basin repair).
The pools are utilized by the community and provide an aspect
of outdoor leisure aquatics during the summer months. Future
focus on reinvesting in the basin at the Henderson facility is a
necessity, and utilizing the Facility Quality Index to determine
the best course of action will assist the City. Note: new and/
or enhanced outdoor pools were the fourth highest community
priority for outdoor recreation and culture facilities. 45% of
households visited outdoor pools in the past 12 months.

There are currently 32 gymnasiums available to city residents,
only one of which (LSCO Seniors Centre) is supported by the
City. There are 28 school gymnasiums, one at the YMCA and
large gymnasiums (equivalent to the size of three gymnasiums
each) available for public use at the University and College
respectively. New and/or enhanced gymnasium spaces were
the third highest community priority for indoor recreation and
culture facilities.

5.5.2.4 Seniors’ centres
There are currently two seniors centres in the city. Both
centres provide needed services to local seniors and, aside
from some minor projects, operators of each did not express
significant excess demand for their respective services. Ongoing
investment in sustaining the City-owned facility (LSCO) as
well as monitoring usage should be a consideration. Thirty-four
percent (34%) of households utilized seniors centres in the past
12 months.

5.5.2.5 Indoor fields
There are currently two publicly supported indoor fields in
the City as well one privately operated facility. The publicly
supported facilities are 15 years old, are boarded and have
amenities consistent with modern indoor field facilities.
The current indoor fields receive high levels of usage and are
meeting the needs of the indoor field user markets of indoor
soccer, box lacrosse and field hockey. Thirty-three percent (33%)
of households utilized the Servus Sports Centre (indoor soccer
centre) in the past 12 months.

There are currently high levels of use at all the gymnasiums,
many of which are accessed by the community through the
City’s joint use agreement with local school boards. Although
the gyms are accessible to residents, even with the quality
of the Joint Use Agreement in place, community use is being
compromised when student based events/activities require
gymnasium use. Forty-nine percent (49%) of households stated
they visited indoor gymnasiums over the past 12 months.
There are also a number of indoor gymnasium/dry-land activities
that are not being accommodated due to lack of available
gymnasium time. Activities currently not being accommodated
due to space issues include women’s roller derby, indoor
training venues for baseball (all ages) and men’s’ basketball.
The provision of municipally supported gymnasium space is a
growing trend and has taken the form of traditional gymnasium
spaces as well as through the development of multi-use indoor
field venues, both of which should be contemplated by the City
to meet excess demand now and into the future. As well, dry
land activities could occur in repurposed facilities if feasible.
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5.5.2.7 Fitness Facilities

5.5.2.8 Curling Facilities

There are two publicly supported fitness facilities at existing
indoor pools as well as various private sector (approximately
6), institutional (2) and non-profit (approximately 4) fitness
centres in the City. The provision of fitness centres by public
bodies has evolved for a number of reasons. The impacts
of strength and cardio training have proven benefits to all
ages and abilities. Typical private fitness clubs cater to more
specific age demographics, and thus do not market services to
youth, seniors and women. The establishment of women’s only
fitness centres has combatted this market gap but the trend
towards market specific fitness centres for other underserved
demographics has not occurred. Note: new and/or enhanced
fitness facilities were the second highest community priority
for indoor recreation and culture facilities.

The current 10 sheet curling venue, located adjacent to the Civic
Ice Centre, is 63 years old. The facility will be replaced through
the development of the twin ice/curling project on the City’s
west side. The new location of the rink as part of a larger ice
venue, and potentially part of a larger multipurpose centre, could
have many positive impacts on curling participation through
exposure of the sport to non-traditional user markets. A total of
22% of households claimed visitation of the curling rink over the
past 12 months.

Fitness facilities also provide unstructured, spontaneous
outlets for activity to occur and when complimented by
elements such as program areas for other family members
(youth sports, swimming, etc.), child care and professional
health services, can be accessed by those who would not be
physically active otherwise.

The reprogramming potential of the existing curling facility is
something that will have to be determined utilizing the Facility
Quality Index approach to determine the facility should be
decommissioned or repurposed. There are a number of
demands in the community for dry land activity space, but the
configuration of the facility (ceiling height, support columns), as
well as its age may prohibit it from being a suitable candidate for
repurposing.

As fitness centres were a high community priority and there
are limited spaces for fitness in existing City facilities, future
development potential includes adding fitness spaces to
existing recreation facilities as well as including fitness
areas in new recreation facility development projects. Fitness
facilities provide revenue streams for major recreation facilities
and, when provided by public institutions, can be programmed
(through direct programming, equipment selection and
marketing) to enable all demographics to participate.
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5.5.2.9 Ball Diamonds

5.5.2.10 Rectangular Fields

Residents in the city have access to over 60 diamonds at 25
different locations. The diamonds vary in quality (grandstands,
fencing, dugouts, etc.) and in the type of activity they
accommodate. Some of the diamonds are on school lands, some
are on City lands and they are either operated by the respective
school board, the City or non-profit groups.

There are over 70 rectangular fields of various sizes located
throughout the City on City lands and schools lands. These fields
accommodate football (the City has three regulation football
fields), soccer, field lacrosse, rugby and other outdoor field
sports. Usage of rectangular fields is significant and although
there is no immediate need for more field capacity, groups have
indicated a desire to have increased access to higher quality
fields to program. Note: new and/or enhanced fields were the top
community priority for outdoor recreation and culture facilities.
Fifty-three percent (53%) of households claimed utilization of
sports fields over the past 12 months.

There are high levels of usage of ball diamonds throughout the
season, which is extended due to good weather, when compared
to other Alberta municipalities. There are a number of groups
that program ball diamonds in the city, all representing different
levels of competition. Although the most significant demand from
the ball community is for an indoor practice facility (see dry-land
gymnasium discussion) there are a number of other elements at
existing facilities that have been identified as requiring attention
by user groups — Note: 35% of households claimed utilization of
ball diamonds over the past 12 months.
Maintaining the existing facilities that the City is responsible
is a priority for the future. As the population grows, in
order to maintain existing service levels provision of ball
diamonds will have to increase. The recommended approach
to ball diamonds provision is to attain an annual or biannual
budget for both upgrades of existing diamonds as well as
the development of new diamonds. Key considerations for
ball diamond development include providing multi-diamond
tournament sites (such as Softball Valley or Dave Elton Park),
away from residential areas where able and include appropriate
complimentary amenities such as parking, concession and
washroom facilities.

The University of Lethbridge Community Stadium is the primary
rectangular field competition venue in the city. It has both an
artificial turf and natural turf field as well as a track facility and
associated amenities (parking, throwing pits, etc.).
As is the case for ball diamonds, maintaining the existing
facilities that the City is responsible for is a priority for the
future. In order to maintain existing service levels, when
population growth occurs, provision of rectangular fields will
have to increase. The recommended approach to rectangular
field provision, as is the case for ball diamonds as well, is
to attain an annual or biannual budget for both upgrades
of existing fields as well as the development of new fields.
Key considerations for field development include providing
multi-field tournament sites (such as North Lethbridge Sports
Park or new fields in west Lethbridge), away from residential
areas where able and including appropriate complimentary
amenities such as parking, concession and washroom facilities.
The future development of an additional high quality field,
potentially artificial turf, is also a consideration.
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5.5.2.11 Action sport facilities

5.5.2.12 Specialty park areas

The City has a number of high quality action sport venues.
The City currently has a skate park, BMX park and Mountain
Bike Park. Note: new and/or enhanced skate parks were the
fourth highest community priority for outdoor recreation and
culture facilities. Fourteen percent (14%) of households claimed
visitation at the mountain bike facility, 10% at the BMX facility
and 9% at the skate facility over the past 12 months.

There are a number of other specialty park facilities found
throughout the city. There is currently one location in the city for
lawn bowling. Sustaining existing service provision levels for lawn
bowling is an area of future focus.

The skate park, due to its location and tenure in the community,
has become a target for replacement. Additional provision of this
facility has been championed as well. A local group has indicated
a need for a new facility and planning has begun for such.
The Lethbridge BMX Park is the oldest action sport facility, and
includes a dirt track with an asphalt start block and is located
adjacent the existing skate park. The facility is well utilized and
serves as a city-wide destination.
The Mountain Bike Park is located in the Oldman River Valley and
opened for use in the summer of 2012.
All three facilities are utilized and comprise a complete offering
of action sports activities for residents. Although all three
currently serve city-wide markets, the geographically balanced
provision of smaller, similar facilities (especially in the case of
skate facilities) could be a future consideration for the City.

There are 24 tennis courts located throughout the city at seven
locations. Although the need for increased capacity for tennis is
not apparent, sustaining existing facilities is a future area of focus.
The potential of retrofitting the existing courts to accommodate
other activities such as Pickleball, may also be warranted to ensure
multi-use.
The shooting range is operated by a non-profit group and is
currently located in the Old Man River Valley. Due to the nature of
the facility and adjacent land uses, relocation of the range to a site
outside of the City limits is considered to be a priority.
The City has a single spray park that services the entire city.
Although the current facility serves a city-wide market, the City
may want to pursue not only maintaining the existing spray park
but also providing similar spray park features geographically
balanced throughout the city. Note: new and/or enhanced water
spray parks were the second highest community priority for
outdoor recreation and culture facilities. Forty-five percent (45%)
of households claimed visitation of the spray park over the past 12
months.
There are 38 hard surface courts (primarily used for basketball).
The City should focus on maintaining these facilities.
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5.5.3. Culture facilities
Galt Gardens is the primary park in the city’s downtown core.
It includes a large gazebo area, installations of public art and
a number of passive park areas. It acts as a festival site. The City
should continue to maintain Galt Gardens as a feature park and
potentially look to add amenities to the park as deemed fit. Note:
Sixty-four percent (64%) of households visited Galt Gardens over
the past 12 months.
The City’s picnic shelters are well utilized and provided throughout
the community. Focus should be placed on maintaining existing
shelter facilities. Note: New and/or enhanced picnic areas were the
top community priority for outdoor recreation and culture facilities
— 65% of households utilized picnic shelters over the past 12
months.

Lethbridge is unique not only in its fee-for-service program
delivery model, but also in terms of its culture facility situation.
Here, the City owns virtually every significant cultural venue,
including the facilities used by the major non-profit museums
and heritage institutions which, as independent non-profits,
would more typically own their own buildings. Over the past ten
years, the City has invested heavily in cultural facilities and
additional investments are being planned and are noted below.
What follows is a roundup of the major cultural facilities in the
city and the major issues surrounding facility needs.

5.5.3.1 Performing arts venues
The City is currently undergoing analysis of the Yates Memorial
Theatre (500 seat theatre) and the Sterndale Bennett (180
capacity black box style theatre). Housed in a single facility,
these are performing arts venues located in the downtown core.
The facilities are almost 50 years old and require significant
upgrades to meet building codes and provide modern patron
and back-of-house amenities and support spaces that
are the norm for these types of facilities. Note: New and/
or enhanced performing arts venues were the third highest
community priority for indoor recreation and culture facilities.
Festival spaces were the second highest priority for outdoor
recreation and culture facilities. Note: Sixty-two percent (62%)
of households visited the Yates Memorial Theatre/Sterndale
Bennett Theatre over the past 12 months.
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5.5.3.2 Collection-focused institutions: museums and
interpretive facilities
The Enmax Centre is the City’s premier major event hosting
facility. The facility recently underwent a major upgrade and now
reflects modern amenities for both event hosting and sporting
events (WHL hockey) common to similar facilities. Note: Eighty
percent (80%) of households visited the Enmax Centre in the
past 12 months.
All three of the above noted venues are utilized significantly and
service the majority needs of the performing arts and special
event hosting community. Groups whose needs are currently
not being met with the current compliment of performance arts
venues are those requiring expanded seating options with more
appropriate facility acoustics, and those requiring proper theatre
facilities such as offstage “wings” and fly towers, among other
amenities, to enable Lethbridge to host larger productions or a
wider variety of traveling productions including blockbusters,
and to provide a permanent home for such institutions as the
Lethbridge Symphony Orchestra. For this reason, the potential of
developing a performing arts centre with higher seating capacity
and better acoustical treatment is being contemplated by the
City. Should a new performing arts centre be built, it is expected
that the Yates and Sterndale Bennett theatres will remain in
operation as complimentary venues as they remain excellent
community theatre facilities.

This section considers collection-focused institutions in the city
separately, whether these be historical, archival, works of art,
natural history or living collections (zoos and gardens). They
are considered together because their collecting and collection
repository functions are core commonalities and responsibilities
that sets them apart from other types of cultural organizations
— particularly in terms of facility requirements.
The Galt Museum & Archives is the city’s history museum.
In the mid-2000s it underwent a significant renovation that
greatly enhanced its meeting and retail capacity and improved
its lobby area. Like all museums today, it seeks to achieve the
right balance between revenue generating spaces, exhibition,
interpretation and programming spaces and back-of-house
spaces necessary to support its core functions as a collectionfocused institution and this was the goal of the renovation. Note:
Sixty-four percent (64% of households visited the Galt Museum &
Archives over the past 12 months.
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The Southern Alberta Art Gallery (SAAG) is the City’s major art
museum. It has also recently undergone a major renovation
and includes gallery and program spaces. As with the Galt
Museum, the renovation has greatly improved the Gallery’s
ability to generate higher attendance and earned revenue and
has enhanced its international reputation. While the SAAG has
no permanent collection of its own, it has the responsibility of
managing and caring for the City of Lethbridge Art Collection.
Maintaining the existing facility is a future focus. Note: Forty-one
percent (41%) of households claimed visitation at SAAG over the
past 12 months.

The Nikka Yuko Japanese Garden is a unique facility owned
by the City. It is a key heritage institution and one of the few
“living collection” institutions in Lethbridge. Note: Forty-five
percent (45%) of households visited the gardens over the past
12 months.

There are also a number of informal art gallery spaces within
existing City facilities (Yates Memorial Theatre second floor
lobby, City Hall, etc.) but these are not museum institutions or
formalized not-for-profit organizations. They are merely spaces
for the display of artworks produced by local groups or from local
collections. This practice may be extended to other appropriate
locations throughout the city (in both new and existing facilities)
which has the benefit of increasing accessibility to art, but
which should be carefully considered so that the primary
function of the proposed spaces is not compromised.
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5.5.3.3 Community arts centres
Fort Whoop-Up is a heritage/interpretive venue located in the
Oldman River Valley. While program delivery capability and
organizational capacity are issues here as well, in this case
the facility issues are serious and require extensive deferred
maintenance to be completed in the near future. Note: Fifty-four
percent (54%) of households visited Fort Whoop-Up over the past
12 months.
The Helen Schuler Nature Centre is currently undergoing a major
renovation which will enable it to become a premier destination
for nature interpretation, sustainable building practice and
programming for regional residents. The renovated facility is
expected to open in 2013 and will require annual maintenance
planning once in operation. Note: Fifty-seven percent (57%) of
households visited the centre over the past 12 months.

The Bowman Community Arts Centre is the City’s only existing
community arts programming facility. Over the past 12 months,
31% of Lethbridge households visited the centre. The facility
will be replaced by the new Community Arts Centre which is
expected to open in 2013 and is sure to become a community
landmark and point of local pride.
The Bowman is a valued heritage landmark and will continue
to be so for the foreseeable future. But because the Bowman
facility will be vacated when construction of the new facility is
completed, the repurposing of the facility is undetermined in
terms of what the future use of the building will be.

5.5.3.4 Multicultural centres
The Bill Kergan Centre is a City-owned facility that is leased to
multicultural groups supporting different ethnic populations in
the city. Operated by the Southern Alberta Ethnic Association
and well located on the city’s north side for the groups it serves,
the facility is used as a cultural programming hub, meeting
place and functions for some groups as a temporary religious
facility. Now over 50 years old, the facility is grossly inadequate
to meeting the growing community need served by the Ethnic
Association. Fortunately a major renovation to the facility is
being planned.
The Centre is over capacity and cannot meet demand. Although
the renovated facility will continue to meet the needs of the
multicultural community, integration of the multicultural
community space into larger recreation or cultural facilities
can be very beneficial. Recreation and cultural activities are
ideal means of integrating people with differing backgrounds.
Including organizational meeting space into larger recreational
and cultural facilities can foster this integration and
inclusiveness.
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5.5.3.5 Other culture facilities
There are a number of public art installations displayed throughout
the community. These art installations are a unique feature in
the community, could act as an additional tourism product and
will require annual maintenance and upkeep. Note: Thirty-four
percent (34%) of households’ claimed “utilization” of the City’s
murals/public art installations over the past 12 months.

5.5.4 Future infrastructure projects
The following list of 22 projects has been identified to respond to
the list of community priorities presented in previous sections
(5.5.1). The accompanying information is outlined to help further
prioritize projects based upon pertinent criteria.
The project characteristics presented are subject to change
as project conditions evolve and are based upon information
available at the time this Master Plan was authored.
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Overall operating cost
to City (expected
operational cost recovery
of project: revenues
divided by expense)

Overall capital cost to City
(estimated based on 2012
construction costs)

Conformance with
Council priorities, plans/
policies

?

Significant

Yes

City

$55

77%

3

Yes,
n/a
limited

Yes

?

Significant

Yes

City

$45

77%

6

Yes,
n/a
limited

Yes,
limited

?

Moderate

Yes

City

$1.1M

0%

6

No

Yes,
limited

?

No

Yes

City

$0.65M

0%

3

Yes,
n/a
limited
Yes,
n/a
limited

Yes

?

Moderate

Yes

City

$1M

0%

Yes,
limited

?

Moderate

Yes

City

$12M

75%

3

Yes,
n/a
limited

Yes,
limited

?

Moderate

Yes

City

$1M

40%

2

Yes

Yes

?

No

Yes

City

$1M

40%

3

n/a

n/a

Economic impact

Project location

Yes

Cost savings through
partnerships

Yes,
n/a
limited

Public accessibility

1

Life span of existing
facilities

Current provision in the
community

Recreation: New
1
New leisure
and program
(diving)
aquatics
and fitness
centre
2
New indoor
field/
multipurpose
gymnasium
facility with
indoor track
3
New
skateboard
park (major)
4
New
skateboard
park (minor)
5
New spray
park
6
New ice
arena
(adding
an 8th
community
ice sheet1
7
New sports
field (high
quality)
8
New picnic
area

Community priority rank

Potential Project

Project # (Not in rank
order)

The following potential projects have been identified to address the community priorities outlined. The information associated with
each project provides the background necessary to utilize the prioritization framework explained in latter sections of this document.

1. The City currently has 5 community ice sheets. Once the new twin ice facility is built — design is currently underway — there will be 7 community
ice sheets in the City.
* As referenced in previous studies.
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Overall operating cost to
City (expected operational
cost recovery of project:
revenues divided by
expense)

Overall capital cost to City
(estimated based on 2012
construction costs)

Conformance with
Council priorities, plans/
policies

?

Moderate

Yes

City

$0.6M

0%

2

Yes,
n/a
limited

Yes

?

No

Yes

City

$2M

100%

3

Yes,
FCI=?
limited FQI=?

Yes,
limited

?

Moderate

Yes

City

$12M

75%

3

Yes,
FCI=?
limited FQI=?

Yes,
limited

?

Moderate

Yes

City

$12M

75%

6

Yes

FCI=?
FQI=?

Yes

?

No

Yes

City

$20M

50%

6

Yes,
FCI=?
limited FQI=?

Yes

?

Moderate

Yes

City

$4.9M

50%

n/a

Yes,
FCI=?
limited FQI=?

Yes,
limited

?

Moderate

Yes

No

$1M

50%
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Economic impact

Project location

Yes,
limited

Cost savings through
partnerships

Yes,
n/a
limited

Public accessibility

3

Life span of existing
facilities

Current provision in the
community

New North
Lethbridge
Sports Park
change
room facility
(sports field
support)
10
New fitness
areas in
existing
facilities
(expansion)
Recreation: Existing
11
Replacing
Civic Ice
Centre
12
Replacing
Labor Club
Ice Centre
13
Replacing
Fritz Sick
Centre
Swimming
Pool
14
Henderson
Outdoor Pool
renovation
15
Shooting
range
relocation

Community priority rank

Potential Project

Project # (Not in rank
order)
9

Overall operating cost
to City (expected
operational cost recovery
of project: revenues
divided by expense)

Overall capital cost to
City (estimated based on
2012 construction costs)

Conformance with
Council priorities, plans/
policies

No

n/a

Yes,
limited

?

Significant

Yes

City

$42M

50%

3

Yes,
limited

n/a

Yes

?

Significant

Yes

City

$2M

10%

6

Yes,
limited

n/a

Yes

?

No

Yes

City

$0.5M

0%

3

Yes,
limited

FCI=?
FQI=?

Yes,
limited

?

Significant

Yes

City

$7M

50%

n/a

Yes,
limited

FCI=?
FQI=?

Yes,
limited

?

No

Yes

City

$5.5M

25%

n/a

Yes,
limited

FCI=?
FQI=?

Yes,
limited

?

Yes

City

$3M

25%

n/a

Yes,
limited

FCI=?
FQI=?

Yes,
limited

?

Significant,
international
exposure
Significant,
international
exposure

Yes

City

$3M

25%
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Economic impact

Public accessibility

Project location

5

Cost savings through
partnerships

Life span of existing
facilities

Nikka Yuko
Japanese
Garden
reinvestment

Current provision in the
community

22

Community priority rank

Potential Project

Project # (Not in rank
order)

Culture: New
16
New
performing
arts centre
17
New outdoor
festival
space
18
New gallery
spaces in
existing
facilities
(expansion)
Culture: Existing
19
Yates
Memorial
Theatre and
Sterndale
Bennett
renovation
20
Bill Kergan
Centre
renovation
21
Fort Whoop-Up
reinvestment

5.6 Recreation and Culture
Infrastructure Prioritization
Framework

5.7 Planning Triggers

The following discussion relates to guidelines and thresholds
determining when and how the City will engage in feasibility
analysis with the notion of a potential recreation and/or culture
infrastructure project being developed. Although the potential
projects presented for both recreation and culture facilities
in the previous section outlines specific courses of action in
each area, the following prioritization is meant to identify which
projects will occur first. Ideally all projects identified would occur
in the short-term but due to constraints (financial and nonfinancial), prioritization of required projects must occur.

The following planning “triggers” outline when the City should
initiate (or facilitate in the case of a non-profit-based project)
feasibility analysis. These criteria also serve as the filter
for justifying public investment in recreation and culture
infrastructure as they consider both community priorities and
considerations internal to City recreation and culture service
provision:
1. There is proven community priority demand for the facility,
as defined in the State of Recreation and Culture report and
subsequent research (combining information regarding
public and group input, comparative provision, trends, usage
of existing facilities, and population growth);
2. The current level of provision of the facility/activity in
question in the City;
3. The life span of existing similar public facilities presented
through Facility Quality Index;
4. Public accessibility (ability to utilize) of the facility;
5. Potential costs savings for the project due to partnerships
and/or grants;
6. 	Expected economic impact of the project;
7. Compatibility/conformance of the project with existing
municipal strategic planning;
8. Whether or not the project is located on publicly owned or
long term leased lands;
9. The overall capital cost of the project as compared to others
being contemplated; and
10. The level of expected operational cost recovery achieved by
the project.
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5.8 Project prioritization tool
The following recreation and culture infrastructure ranking tool and associated metrics has been developed to help assess the
viability of recreation and culture resource development in the community based on the aforementioned criteria. For each criteria
a score between 0–3 is applied according to the characteristics of the project or initiative. Each score is then multiplied by the
associated criteria weighting and the total from each criteria are added together leading to an overall score for each project or
initiative. Those projects or initiatives with higher scores ultimately achieve higher overall ranking for future investment.

Criteria
Community
demand

Ranking Criteria
3 points — for identified
priority "1" or “2” projects

Criteria
Weighting

Project Prioritization Tool

2 points — for identified
priority "3" or “4” projects

Current provision 3 — project would add
in the community completely new activity to
recreation and/or culture in
the City

n/a

Life span of
existing similar
public facilities

1 — the existing facility
has a Facility Quality
Index of over 10% and
under 35%
n/a

Public
accessibility
Cost savings
through
partnerships
and/or grants

2 — project would
significantly improve
provision of existing
recreation and culture
activity in the City
3 — the existing facility
2 — the existing facility
has a Facility Quality Index has a Facility Quality
Index of between 35 –
of over 50%
50%
3 — the project will provide 2 — the project will
unlimited access to the
provide limited access to
general public
the general public
2 — partnerships exist in
3 — partnerships exist in
capital and/or operating
capital and/or operating
that equate to 50% or more that equate to 25% – 49%
of the overall project cost
or more of the overall
project cost

1 point — for identified
priority "5 or 6" projects
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1 — partnerships
exist in capital and/or
operating that equate to
10% – 24% or more of the
overall project cost

0 points — for
5
identified priority
"7" or higher
projects
0 — activity is
4
already adequately
provided in the City

0 — the existing
facility is not near
the end of its
useful life
0 — the project is
not accessible to
the general public
0 — no potential
partnerships exist

4

4

4

Overall capital
cost

3 — the project capital
cost is considerably lower
than the average capital
costs of all projects being
contemplated

Overall operating 3 — the project operational
cost *including
cost recovery is estimated
life cycle
at 100% or greater
budgeting

Criteria
Weighting

Criteria
Ranking Criteria
Economic impact 3 — the project will draw
significant non-local
investment into the
community and will
give the community
provincial, national and/or
international exposure and
event hosting capability
3 — project implements
Conformance
with Council
and/or conforms with
priorities, plans/ Council adopted written
policies
policy/plan (inc. Recreation
and Culture Master Plan)
Project location 3 — site is owned by the
City

2 — the activity or space
will draw significant
non-local investment into
the community

1 — the activity
or space will draw
moderate non-local
investment into the
community

0 — the activity
or space will not
draw non-local
investment into
the community

2 — project conforms
with an established
departmental policy/plan
(inc. internal business/
strategic plans)
n/a

n/a

3
0 — project does
not conform to
established policy/
plan

1 — site is secured on
long term lease lands
(20+years)

0 — project is not
on public owned or
long term leased
lands
n/a

2 — the project cost is
close to (+/- 25%) the
average capital costs
of all projects being
contemplated
2 — the project
operational cost recovery
is estimated to be
between 75% and 100%
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1 — the project cost
is considerably higher
(over 25%) than the
average capital costs
of all projects being
contemplated
1 — the project
operational cost
recovery is estimated
to be between 50% and
75%

0 — the project
operational
cost recovery is
estimated to be
below 50%

3

3

3

3

5.9 Applying the infrastructure priority ranking system
The following chart outlines how this scoring system has been used to rank the potential Recreation and Culture Infrastructure
projects outlined.

Community demand

Current provision in the
community

Life span of existing or
similar public facilities

Public accessibility

Cost savings through
partnerships and/or grants

Economic impact

Conformance with Council
priorities, plans/policies

Project location

Overall capital cost

Overall operating cost
*including life cycle budgeting

Score

Criteria

New leisure and program (diving) aquatics and
fitness centre

3

2

2

3

0

2

2

3

1

2

73

New indoor field/multipurpose gymnasium facility
with indoor track

2

2

1

3

0

2

2

3

1

2

64

Project (not in rank order)

New skateboard park (major)

1

2

2

2

0

1

2

3

3

0

56

New skateboard park (minor)

1

3

2

2

0

0

2

3

3

0

57

New water spray park

2

2

1

3

0

1

2

3

3

0

61

New ice arena (adding an 8th community ice sheet)

2

2

2

2

0

1

2

3

2

2

64

New sports field (high quality)

2

2

1

2

0

1

2

3

3

0

57

New picnic area

3

0

1

3

0

0

2

3

3

0

55

New North Lethbridge Sports Park change room
facility (sports field support)

2

2

1

2

0

1

2

3

3

0

57

New fitness areas in existing facilities (expansion)

3

2

2

3

0

0

2

3

3

2

73

Replacing Civic Ice Centre

2

2

2

2

0

1

2

3

2

2

64

Replacing Labor Club Ice Centre

2

2

2

2

0

1

2

3

2

2

64

Replacing Fritz Sick Centre Swimming Pool

1

0

2

3

0

0

2

3

1

1

46

Henderson Outdoor Pool renovation

1

2

3

3

0

1

2

3

3

1

67

Shooting range relocation

0
1
2
1
1

2

0

2

0

1

2

1

3

1

3

2

2

0

2

2

3

1

1

2

1

3

0

2

2

3

3

0

2

1

3

0

0

2

3

3

0

2

2

2

0

2

2

3

3

1

40
60
64
53
62

0
0
0

2

2

2

0

0

2

3

3

0

2

1

2

0

3

2

3

3

0

2

1

2

0

3

2

3

3

0

New performing arts centre
New outdoor festival space
New gallery spaces in existing facilities (expansion)
Yates Memorial Theatre and Sterndale Bennett
renovation
Bill Kergan Centre renovation
Fort Whoop-Up reinvestment
Nikka Yuko Japanese Garden reinvestment
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48
53
53

5.10 Prioritized list of all recreation and culture projects
Utilizing the ranking tool presented, the following project priorities are presented for future strategic planning around recreation and
culture infrastructure. It is important to note that this list of projects assumes that ongoing maintenance of existing infrastructure
will also occur.

Rank
1

Project

Score

New fitness areas in existing facilities (expansion)

73

1

New leisure and program (diving) aquatics and fitness centre

73

2

Henderson Outdoor Pool renovation

67

3

New indoor field/multipurpose gymnasium facility with indoor track

64

3

New ice arena (adding an 8th community ice sheet

64

3

Replacing Civic Ice Centre

64

3

Replacing Labor Club Ice Centre

64

3

New outdoor festival space

64

4

Yates Memorial Theatre and Sterndale Bennett renovation

62

5

New water spray park

61

6

New performing arts centre

60

7

New skate park (minor)

57

7

New sports field (high quality)

57

7

New North Lethbridge Sports Park change room facility (sports field support)

59

8

New skate park (major)

56

9

New picnic area

55

10

New gallery spaces in existing facilities (expansion)

53

11

Fort Whoop-Up reinvestment

53

11

Nikka Yuko Japanese Garden reinvestment

53

12

Bill Kergan Centre renovation

48

13

Replacing Fritz Sick Centre Swimming Pool

46

14

Shooting range relocation

40
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VI

Recreation and Culture Funding

Compared to other levels of government, municipalities
typically bear the majority of costs related to community
recreation and also cultural service provision with
regard to certain kinds of programming. Although
Provincial and Federal government grants contribute to
capital upgrades and new recreation and culture facility
development in some cases the primary responsibility
for both capital and operating recreation and culture
infrastructure and programming is born by users and
local taxpayers. The leveraging of this public investment
into external sources of funds is key in both sustaining
and expanding recreation and culture service provision in
the future. The City already leverages public spending on
recreation and culture services through the collection of
user fees, through partnerships with non-profit groups in
providing opportunities and facilities and through private
sector sponsorship of recreation and culture assets. The
balance of municipal contributions are sourced through
tax revenues and/or general grant revenues from other
levels of government.
The following funding opportunity spectrum is presented
to guide current and future municipal expenditures
(capital and operating) on recreation and culture
services and development. The spectrum explains that
facilities accessible by the entire community (such
as walking trails, playgrounds, etc.) should be funded
solely through public taxes. As facilities become more
specialized and less accessible by the general public
(i.e. major sports field facilities, ice arenas, etc.) funding
should come from a combination of public taxes, user
fees and private/non-profit investment.
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Public choice

(no public subsidy)

Focused participation
and specialized
services
(partial public subsidy)

Blended choice
wellness and
substantial
public participation
(partial public subsidy)

Outdoor/indoor
resources
provided by the
private sector
for profit

Broad public
wellness and
mass participation
(predominant
public subsidy)

PUBLIC $ INVESTMENT
(Local, Provincial/
Federal and partner
municipalities)

Outdoor/indoor
resources that
serve dedicated
interests of
smaller not-forprofit groups/
associations

Sports fields and
indoor facilities that
support minor
sports, arts and culture
and other recreation
interests of major
not-for-profit
groups/associations

PRIVATE & NOT-FOR-PROFIT
PARTNER $ INVESTMENT
(Developers, volunteer groups
private operators, provincial/
national assosiations)
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Parks and indoor
facilities that serve
broad public needs
through spontaneous
access

6.1 Sponsorships
Leveraging public resources in the provision of recreation and
culture services optimizes the impact of public funding. Although
user fees are a primary generator of operational cost recovery,
user fees must be set in a way that enables an appropriate
balance between revenue generation, public affordability and
accessibility, and other performance indicators. The setting
of user access fees for facilities and or programs is also best
based on a formal municipal policy outlining rationale for
setting fees and operational cost recovery expectations.
Although the City may not be able to completely control user
fees with all of its delivery partners, formulating a consistent
and transparent approach for fee setting will minimize any user
fee related issues of local groups. Seventy-two percent (72%)
of stakeholder groups would pay some level of increased fees
given that community needs for recreation and culture facilities
were better met.
Although user fees are major sources of revenues for recreation
and culture facilities, other less traditional sources of revenue
need to be considered as well. The following discussion is related
to potential sources of revenue, other than the current user
fees charged for facility and program access, for recreation and
culture services.

Sponsorship opportunities provide private sector access to
asset branding with existing or new recreation and culture
facility spaces or programs. The success of sponsorship
programs is dependent upon the level of private/corporate
sector interest/availability in the community and the perceived
tangible (impressions) and intangible (image) return on
investment an opportunity may offer. Recreation and culture
spaces and facilities should be designed, where feasible, with
consideration given to maximize exposure of potential sponsors.
This would entail the involvement of sponsorship expertise
within the City (or contracted) being involved in the detailed
design process should facility upgrades or new recreation and
culture development occur.
Sponsorships for recreation and culture amenities can be applied
to either capital expenses, operating expenses or a combination
of both. Regardless of the type of sponsorship, there are three
key considerations that need to be made.
1. Mutual benefit is a major success factor in a successful
and long term sponsorship. There must be a benefit to all
parties involved, either tangible or intangible, so that there
is motivation to maintain and strengthen the relationship as
it matures. This is important in capitalizing on the successes
of a sponsorship arrangement but also to mitigate issues
that could arise during the term of an agreement. As noted
earlier in this Plan, information such as market data is
crucial for a potential sponsor to determine whether the
recreation or cultural audience demographics match
with corporate marketing goals and/or corporate social
responsibility guidelines.
2. Communication between all parties is very important in
ensuring that all parties are “on the same page” and in
dealing with issues/conflicts that might surface throughout
the term of a sponsorship agreement.
3. All parties must have trust in each other to ensure that
proper communication channels are utilized and to ensure
that broader facility program goals can be met. This trust
must exist in the individuals involved in “face to face
communication” as well as in broader organization-wide
ideals.
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6.2 Funding partnerships
When contemplating corporate/non-profit sponsorship and
recreation and culture fundraising it important to understand
the nature of the sponsorship market. Fundraising campaigns
must provide access for partners with varying abilities to pay
but prominence must be given to those groups that contribute
the most. Sponsorship occurs to accomplish greater good in a
community and to promote/affiliate with an organization with
the intentions and image of a certain facility resource. Regarding
public recreation and culture, the case for contribution to quality
of life and preventative health and active, creative lifestyles is
straight forward and the affiliation is easy to make.
For any given facility resource, typically 1/3 of corporate
fundraising comes from the top two or three sponsors, the next
1/3 comes from the next 10 – 15 contributors and the remaining
1/3 comes from a variety of sources including smaller corporate
donations, non-profit contributions and individual donations.
Using this framework, and assessing appropriate valuation for
recreation and/or culture infrastructure, the City could develop
a recreation and culture asset sponsorship prospectus (and
accompanying policy) founded upon the sponsorship policy
recommended earlier in this Plan. This prospectus would be
developed by the City and its facility and program operations
partners and would outline all the opportunities for sponsoring
public recreation and culture facilities and programs. Revenues
associated with sponsorship attained would be attributed to
the City or its facility operating partners based on terms of the
operational agreements in place.

The potential for partnerships in building and operating
recreation and culture programs and infrastructure is
significant. Through partnerships the City can leverage public
funds while still providing quality and diverse programs and
infrastructure.
The City already partners with many delivery groups some of
which are responsible for maintaining City-owned facilities, have
contributed to the capital costs of infrastructure upgrades and,
in many cases, actually operate completely independent from
the City while still providing publicly accessible recreation and/
or culture programs or activities. Partnerships are discussed in
detail in other sections of this Plan.
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VII

Capital and operating impacts of Plan
Implementation

The following chart explains the expected financial impacts for, and timeframe associated with, implementing the service delivery
initiatives outlined throughout the Recreation and Culture Master Plan (2013). Please refer to the Plan (under separate cover) for
more detail on the initiatives and associated rational.

7.1 Service delivery implementation
Expected Capital and/or
Operating Impact
Short
Mid
Long
term
term
term

Service delivery initiatives…
Policy implementation and community wide strategies
Coordinate community-wide strategies as identified
Establish required policies as identified
Promotions and social marketing
Develop brand and awareness for the Recreation and Culture department
Develop a recreation and culture marketing and communications plan
Collect information regarding key benefits messaging
Expand existing promotional efforts to increase impact and include benefits messaging
Community liaison
Administer ongoing recreation and culture survey (every 5 years)
Host volunteer/partner group conference/symposium (every 2 years)
Establish online partner discussion forum
Enhanced partner group support
Invest increased staff time in building relationships (1 FTE staff time)
Develop a group support handbook
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Expected Capital and/or
Operating Impact
Short
Mid
Long
term
term
term

Service delivery initiatives…

Increase partner support capacity (1 FTE staff time)
Performance measurement
Develop performance measures for fee-for-service agreements
Enhanced volunteer support
Increase connections between volunteers and partner groups
Host volunteer information sharing event (see community liaison symposium)
The funding and associated expectation of partnerships
Utilize framework in assessing partnership opportunities
Usage tracking and quality control
Establish formal protocol for usage tracking
Cross-sectoral collaboration
Build relationships with other sectors
Recreation and culture programming
Work with partners to identify and fill program gaps
Educate groups on needed community programs on an ongoing basis
Continued support for event hosting
Recreation, sport and culture tourism
Facilitate collaborative approach to tourism including a tourism strategy and/or Master Plan
Integrate the voice of recreation and culture
Outline common expectations for recreation and culture within the City
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7.2 Infrastructure implementation
Expected Capital and/or
Operating Impact
Short
Mid
Long
term
term
term

Infrastructure initiatives…
Management of existing infrastructure
Establish Facility Program Index for existing infrastructure
Establish Facility Condition Index for existing infrastructure
Establish Facility Quality Index for existing infrastructure
Resource development approach
Administer the approach outlined in contemplating new infrastructure
Enhancing existing recreation infrastructure
Henderson Outdoor Pool renovation
Replacing Civic Ice Centre (or reinvestment)
Replacing Labor Club Ice Centre (or reinvestment)
Replacing Fritz Sick Centre Swimming Pool (or reinvestment)
Shooting range relocation
Developing new recreation infrastructure
New fitness areas in existing facilities (expansion)
New leisure and program (diving) aquatics and fitness centre
New indoor field/multipurpose gymnasium facility with indoor track
New ice arena (adding an 8th community ice sheet)
New water spray park
New skateboard park (minor)
New sports field (high quality)
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Expected Capital and/or
Operating Impact
Short
Mid
Long
term
term
term

Infrastructure initiatives…

New North Lethbridge Sports Park change room facility (sports field support)
New skateboard park (major)
New picnic area
Enhancing existing culture infrastructure
Yates Memorial Theatre and Sterndale Bennett renovation
Fort Whoop-Up reinvestment
Nikka Yuko Japanese Garden reinvestment
Bill Kergan Centre renovation
Developing new culture infrastructure
New outdoor festival space
New performing arts centre
New gallery spaces in existing facilities (expansion)

Land acquisition for the aforementioned infrastructure approach
needs to focus on attaining sites for projects in the short-, midand long-term. More specifically attaining sites, based on the
principles and site selection criteria presented,is needed for the
following.
Short term projects including:
1. A new multipurpose centre (could occur at the existing new
twin ice/curling facility site)
2. A new outdoor festival space

Mid-term projects including:
3. A new performing arts centre (likely to occur at the existing
Community Arts Centre site)
4. A new ice arena (and potential multi-ice facility given the
need to replace the existing Civic and Labor Club facilities in
the same time frame)
5. New skateboard facilities (one major city-wide and one
neighbourhood park)
6. A new water spray park
7. A new sports field area
Long term projects including:
8. A new picnic area
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VIII

Plan Summary and Implementation

The delivery of recreation and culture services help the City
achieve many of its overarching strategic goals as outlined
in its ISCP/MDP. This plan is meant to enhance delivery of
those services thereby contributing to the achievement of the
strategic priorities of Lethbridge as a Prosperous City, Healthy
and Diverse City, Culturally Vibrant City and Well Designed City.
The intent of this Recreation and Culture Master Plan is to provide
an accurate depiction of the present and future needs for
recreation and culture facilities and services in the City of
Lethbridge and community, and to outline strategies as to how
to meet identified needs for a ten year period.
This Plan has been developed based on broad public engagement,
due diligence and compilation of varying levels of internal
and external qualitative and quantitative information. Needs
identified and planning guidelines and management tools
contained herein are built upon the inputs of many different
stakeholders and represent a balanced approach to meeting
needs with available public resources. Many of the concepts
and themes outlined in the 2007 Recreation and Culture
Facilities Master Plan and the 2007 Sport and Recreation
Policy: A Preferred Future documentation have been extensively
reiterated in this Master Plan.
The key recommendation associated with Plan implementation
as they relate to recreation and culture service delivery are
summarized as follows:

Key initiatives for community-wide strategy development and
implementation:
» » Develop community-wide strategies to achieve desired
recreation and culture service delivery outcomes in
collaboration with key community stakeholders regardless
of the sector they represent (e.g. health and wellness,
education, justice, social services, etc.).
Key initiatives for policy development and implementation:
»» Develop policies including, but not limited to, those
mentioned in order to enhance the structure of, and
strengthen, the existing recreation and culture service
delivery system.
Key initiatives for promotions and social marketing:
»» Develop a recreation and culture marketing and
communications plan;
»» Develop a brand and associated awareness for the
Recreation and Culture Department;
»» Expand existing promotional efforts to increase impact and
include benefits messaging;
»» Collect information regarding key messages (participant
testimonials, industry publications, cross-sectoral
research) on an ongoing basis; and
»» Ensure that initiatives evolving from the Master Plan are
branded as such.
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Key initiatives for community liaison:

Key initiatives for enhanced volunteer support:

»» Administer a community recreation and culture household
survey every five years;
»» Host a conference/symposium of representatives from
partner groups, the volunteer community and the City; and

»» Work with Volunteer Lethbridge to increase connections
between, and develop opportunities for, willing volunteers
and groups requiring assistance in the recreation and
culture area; and

»» Establish an online forum for discussion related to
recreation and culture for ongoing dialogue between the
City, partner groups, and the public.

»» In collaboration with community organizations, establish a
volunteer information sharing event, likely to coincide with a
conference or symposium for partner groups.

Key initiatives for enhanced partner group support:

Key initiatives for funding partnerships:

»» Invest sufficient staff time and resources for building
partner relations and supporting partner sustainability and
quality assurance;

»» Utilize partnerships whenever possible in the operations of
recreation and culture infrastructure and in the delivery of
recreation and culture programs and services; and

»» Develop a group support handbook outlining the group
evolution concept and supports available from the City
and/or its overarching organization partners for group
assistance; and

»» Utilize the partnership framework presented when
contemplating new partnerships/projects.
Key initiatives for usage tracking and quality control:

»» Assess ways and means to communicate with and provide
support to partner groups and enhance where required.

»» Establish formal protocol/requirements for usage tracking
at recreation and culture venues to promote existing
participation levels, relate to performance measures for
partner arrangements and use them to measure ongoing
successes.

Key initiatives for performance measurement for partner
arrangements:
»» In collaboration with delivery partners, develop improved
performance measurement criteria for existing agreements
in place (focusing primarily on fee-for-service agreements);
and
»» Utilize performance measurement criteria for annual
reporting.
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Key initiatives for guiding principles for recreation and culture
infrastructure:

Key initiatives for cross-sectoral collaboration:
»» Build upon existing cross-sectoral relationships, such as
the Healthy Communities Association of Lethbridge, which
involve partnerships with health, education, justice and
other sectors;

»» Consult the principles and recommendations outlined
in contemplating any future recreation and culture
infrastructure reinvestment or new development.

»» When hosting an event or supporting an initiative, explore
possibilities of cross-sectoral involvement wherever
possible; and

Key initiatives for resource development approach:

»» Include cross-sectoral performance measures in fee-forservice agreement where possible.

»» Utilize the approach outlined in planning and developing new
and/or renovated recreation and culture infrastructure.

Key initiatives for event hosting:

Key initiatives for facility development:

»» Continue to support event hosting efforts of partner groups.

»» Continue to utilize the facility resource classification
outlined to manage and plan new recreation and culture
infrastructure.

Key initiatives for recreation, sport, culture and heritage
tourism:

Key initiatives for recreation and culture resource siting:

»» Develop tourism strategy and/or master plan to develop
a common strategic direction, to better coordinate
tourism marketing in the city and to recommend product
enhancements according to the chosen direction.

»» Utilize the site considerations outlined in assessing site
suitability for future recreation and culture infrastructure.

Key initiatives for integrating the voice of recreation and culture
into other City functions:
»» Ensure that all opportunities to participate in other City
planning or operational functions are taken; and
»» Outline common expectations of recreation and culture
stakeholders in regards to the provision of other City
services and planning efforts.
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The service delivery initiatives outlined provide guidance and
support to all delivery stakeholders. Although all that are
mentioned may not be achievable during the horizons outlined in
this Plan, the fact that they are all being considered in the future
is proactive and valuable.

Mid-term priorities

A number of key recommendations around recreation and
culture infrastructure are also outlined. Guiding principles are
presented for planning and operating recreation and culture
infrastructure including, but not limited to, discussion on
balance of spontaneous and structured activity spaces, the
merits of building multipurpose facilities versus stand-alone
facilities and when to reinvest, repurpose or decommission
existing infrastructure. Finally, the following action plan for
recreation and culture infrastructure is proposed, based on a
transparent prioritization framework.

4. Labor Club Ice Centre replacement and repurpose/
reinvestment

The infrastructure priorities and projects outlined herein are
subject to Council approval and the availability of City funding
sources.
Short-term priorities
1. Developing a new multipurpose leisure centre including
leisure aquatics, fitness and dry-land/field house/
gymnasium spaces
2. Henderson outdoor pool renovation
3. Adding new fitness spaces to existing recreation facilities
4. Developing a new outdoor festival space

1. Yates Memorial/Sterndale Bennett reinvestment
2. Bill Kergan Centre renovation
3. Civic Ice Centre replacement and repurpose1 /reinvestment

5. Developing an additional ice sheet (increasing the overall
provision to 8 community ice sheets in the City)
6. Developing a new performing arts centre
7. Developing a new water spray park
8. Developing new skateboard parks (minor and major)
9. Developing new sports fields and associated amenities

Long-term priorities
1. Fort Whoop-Up reinvestment
2. Nikka Yuko Japanese Garden reinvestment
3. Fritz Sick Centre Swimming pool replacement/reinvestment
4. Developing a new picnic shelter area
5. Adding gallery spaces to existing recreation and culture
facilities
It is important to note that the preceding list of prioritized
projects could be impacted (could come to fruition quicker)
by potential partner groups investing in facility development
through capital injection, as well as the allocation of external
grant dollars to specific projects and/or fundraising efforts.

1. Potentially to include dry land activities in repurposed arena facilities
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Although the content and recommendations contained herein
are not binding once approved by City Council, the Plan will
become a key reference point in future decision making
regarding recreation and culture facilities and services. The
estimated financial implications and associated timing will
enable the City and other stakeholders to plan for future
resource allocation and although these estimates may have
higher margins of error, the fact that they are being proactively
considered is invaluable.
The underlying theme in this Plan and its various recommendations
and guidelines is that the delivery of recreation and culture
facilities and services is dependent upon a collaborative effort
led by the City within a modified version of its current delivery
model and approach. Nevertheless, the Plan recognizes that while
the City has overseen this Plan, and many of the recommendations
are most pertinent for the City administration and staff, the
fact remains that these services and facilities are a product of

the dedication and perseverance of all stakeholders, including
the volunteer sector, other levels of government and the private
sector.
This document is meant to aid the City in making the right decisions
for future recreation and culture facilities and services in the
region. The planning guidelines and management tools provided
will ensure that the City is able to deal with other delivery
stakeholders in an efficient, fair and equitable fashion. As well,
the recommendations regarding infrastructure provide a strategic
approach to sustaining existing service levels while providing
exciting, unique and necessary environments and programs to
enrich the quality of life of regional residents and visitors alike.
The founding principles of this Plan (vision) indicate it is a living
document. It must adapt to the changing recreation and culture
environment. As such, the Plan should be revised every 5 years,
coinciding with the recreation and culture survey intervals as
discussed herein.

10 YEAR PLANNING CYCLE

Ongoing Recreation and
Culture Benefits
Key Messages Research

Recreation and Culture
Master Plan

Ongoing Partner
Group Communication
Recreation and Culture
Survey
Master Plan Revisit
(5 years)
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Ongoing Partner
Group Communication

Ongoing Recreation and
Culture Benefits
Key Messages Research

8.1 Master Plan Assessment
Regardless of the level of effort expended in its development, a
Master Plan is only effective if it is realistic and implementable.
The implementation of this Plan will rest with the ability of
municipal administration and associated stakeholders to “buy
in” to strategic direction and follow Master Plan operational
guidelines and protocols.

The resource planning framework, partnering framework, and
funding opportunity spectrum outline a transparent process
for recreation and culture infrastructure development to occur
on an equitable and fair basis. These management tools will
promote maintain a balance between public service provision
and the unique needs of special interest groups.

As a way to measure whether or not the various recommendations
in the Plan have come to fruition, the following assessment
tool has been developed. It is important to note that wholesale
reporting of Plan successes to City Council should be conducted
in conjunction with Council’s budgeting process.

Finally, the recommendations regarding future infrastructure
are included to provide the City with valuable capital and
operational budget estimates for the future. Proactively
identifying resource requirements (financial, human, and
land requirements) now and for the future ensures that where
possible, the impacts of future development on the local tax
base can be minimized.

The strategies presented to meet identified needs and the
planning guidelines and management tools contained in this
Plan will only have value if they are utilized and implemented by
the City on an ongoing basis. The application of the information
contained in this Plan is explained below.

These recommendations are also valuable in presenting various
community needs from the City’s perspective and relating to
various stakeholders that future development of any kind will
have to be a collaborative effort from the broader community.

The Plan vision and outcomes form an integral foundation for
the delivery of recreation and culture facilities and services in
the city/region. This foundation should be revisited any time a
decision regarding service provision or future development or
operation is made.

Strategic
Outcome

We have
We have
achieved
exhausted all
this goal in a opportunities
satisfactory to achieve this
fashion
goal

More could
be done to
achieve this
goal

We have not
achieved
this goal in a
satisfactory
fashion
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Comments

Financial Commitments
Estimated
capital budget
Actual capital
over the time
committed over
period
the time period

